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Abstract 

In this study, I explore the human-dog dynamic as it has appeared historically and 

in contemporary times. I show how dogs' services to humans have shifted from being 

predominantly practical to predominantly emotional; in modern societies, humans tend to 

value the emotional labor dogs perform for their owners more than the practical labor 

they offer. I did my field research among the 18-50 year old Swarthmore College 

community members, an age demographic whose relations with dogs has not been 

focused on by other literature. The many secondary sources I used suggest my research 

can be extrapolated to explain more universal dynamics in contcmporary societies. 

Chaptcr one sets the stage for the thesis, providing a historical background of the 

human-dog dynamic. The chapter focuses on the literature I encountered to discuss 

different aspects of the human-dog relationship. Chapter one indicates that the general 

dynamic between humans and dogs has shifted over time to remain mainly emotional. 

Chapter two explores the human-dog dynamic among members of the Swarthmore 

College community, using selected data from surveys, interviews and literature. This 

chapter reveals the emotional value dog owners have for their dogs. Chapter three 

exposes the general perceptions of dogs-i.e. how they function, their skills, their 

intelligences. This chapter also sheds light on a unique relationship, present on campus, 

between a blind student and his seeing-eye dog. The seeing-eye dog demonstrates 

regularly some of the intellectual capacities of dogs. Finally chapter four briefly 

concludes the thesis with a discussion of the implications for the research findings

mentioned in the previous chapters-and a discussion of other findings-not focused on 

previously. 
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Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

"Of all creatures the one nearest to man in the fineness of its perceptions and in its 

capacity to render true feelings is a bitch" (Lorenz 1954, p. 85 qtd. in Schleidt and Shalter 

2003, p. 57). Fully aware of the intended meaning of this phrase, I admit to chuckling to 

myself when I first read the sentence. This claim of Konrad Lorenz's-a zoologist, 

ethologist, ornithologist and co-winner of the Nobel Prize (Lorenz 1974)-may seem 

humorous, but it highlights an essential likeness shared between dogs and humans: our 

sociality. Lorenz's statement points to something unusual that has allowed for the unique 

bond between dogs and humans. This bond has fascinated me through my exchanges 

with and about dogs. I became even morc fascinated by this bond during the summer 

before my junior year at college when I read Alexandra Horowitz's book Inside o/,a Dog: 

What Dogs See, Smell, and Know (2009)--·such that for my final year at Swarthmore 

College, and during my summcr before the year, I have investigated the human-dog 

relationship, from its remote beginnings in human history up to current times. In so 

doing, I developed an interest in the following questions: how has the dynamic between 

dogs and humans changed over time? What practical roles do dogs perform for humans? 

And-when dogs don't perform a practical role for humans-why do their owners invest 

so many resources and so much time and energy into taking care of them? In short, in this 

thesis I seek to understand why the relationship between humans and dogs has led 

humans to create and maintain roles for dogs in contemporary United States society. 

To study the contemporary human-dog dynamic between dogs and people

between 18 and 50 years old-I conducted field research on the Swarthmore College 
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campus'. The campus stands as a dog friendly space where students, faculty, staff and 

community members are welcome to bring their dogs to the school grounds. I only 

sought campus community members to be subjects of my research. For more information 

on the human-dog relationship I inspected various sources of literature-books, articles, 

journals. From the collective data gathered it became salient that the historical presence 

that dogs have had in human society has shined over time so that dogs now often serve as 

emotional buffers or outlets for the humans in their lives-as domesticated dogs. 

In his Presidential Address for the 59th annual meeting of the American Society of 

Human Genetics, Edward McCabe writes his thoughts on the domestication of dogs. 

McCabe primarily indicates the importance of the co-evolution of dogs and humans when 

he declares that "each individual dog represents an end product of a whole series of 

significant biological events" (Coppinger and Coppinger 2002, p. 24). Contemporary 

dogs, being so advanced in their connections with humans, must have resulted from 

multiple inHuences to their biological formats. It is likely this happened during the 

process of co-evolution. McCabe states that dogs evolved from wolves as wolves and 

humans helped each other to survive and thus 

[ ... J those wolves with less lear and a bolder disposition toward 
humans did well. Eventually these bolder wolves separated from 
their more cautious wolf relatives (McCabe 2010, p. 312). 

McCabe's words allude to an especially important dynamic: the domestication of dogs-

which likely facilitated the co-evolution of dogs and humans and therefore shaped 

domestic dogs. Through history with the humans, the better-equipped wolves could 

adapt to live, thrive and outlive their less advantaged relatives through evolutionary 

time-as dogs. 

I I will detail my exact methods later in this chapter. 
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Humans' Practical Usc of Dogs through History 

The common history shared between dogs and humans encourages consideration 

of dogs' impact on the human species' success (Schleidt and Shalter 2003). Dogs and 

Humans share a co-history, containing both cruelty and joy (Haraway 2003). Donna 

Haraway points to the material motivations to dog ownership that have created such 

things as fashion dogs (2003). Dogs have become a phenomenon of popular culture in 

contemporary U.S. societies-with current scientists (Coppinger and Coppinger 2001), 

authors (Coren 2008; Goodavage 2012), sociologists (Sanders 1999), psychologists 

(Coren 2008), zoologoists (Schleidt and Shalter 2003), ethologists (Schleidt and Shalter 

2003), trainers (Behan 2011; Schleidt and Shalter 2003) and more writing their findings 

and understandings of dogs for all to read. Writers' focus on dogs recognizes the 

profound impact dogs have had on human society, from our beginnings to current times. 

The history of the dog and human dynamic reveals dogs may have been crucial to 

our survival as a species. Wild dogs, or canids, could be considered Native Americans 

with their roots tracing back to North America (Schleidt and Shalter 2003); Coppinger 

and Coppinger hypothesize that dogs existed from the very beginning of homo sapiens 

evolutionary time, which was less than 15,000 years ago (2001). About the size of a fox, 

they evolved as predators when herds of grazing animals began to dominate the open 

plains and-about 10 million years ago, not to be confused with their first existence 

130,000 million years ago-dogs started crossing to Asia, Europe, Africa and back to 

North America (Schleidt and Shalter 2003). Dogs could also be considered the initial 

pioneers of America beginning as "village dogs," dogs lingering in early human societies 

(Coppinger and Coppinger 2001, p. 69). 
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These village dogs imposed their existence on the people of the villages they 

chose to reside in-living as scavengers eating from latrines and dumps-and still exist 

in communities that Coppinger and Coppinger describe as close to but "not exactly" 

Mesolithic, like Pemba (2001, p. 73). The Muslim culture in Pemba-an island ofT the 

east African coast-may be more accurately described as being on a boundary between 

the Mesolithic societies-hunter-gatherer-and Neolithic societies-agricultural 

(Coppinger and Coppinger 2001). For decades, despite their cultural disrespect for dogs2
, 

Pembans have been reported to give each newborn baby a puppy who will function as 

baby wipes (Coppinger and Coppinger 2001). Pembans' treatment of dogs, contrary to 

the intimate treatment of dogs in the United States, may in fact be fraught with cognitive 

dissonance as they simultaneously show a certain dependence upon and a disdain for 

dogs.3 Pembans reveal that the village dogs' imposition on human communities has 

benefitted the communities, enhancing the communities' resourcefulness. 

Another example of humans relying on dogs' capacities as a species can be found 

in the Saami's pursuit of reindeer herding (Anderson 1986). For their successful pursuit 

in reindeer herding, the Saami-a minority nomadic group dwelling throughout 

Fennoscandia, Northern Europe-have a strong reliance on reindeer-herding dogs 

(Anderson 1986). To some degree, the Saami know that without the used herding dogs, 

the Saami would not even be able to manage their partially wild and partially 

domesticated reindeer (Anderson 1986). As a result, the Saami humanize their dog co-

workers. For instance, the Saami practice the characterization oftheir dogs, 

individualizing the pups away from the polarizing label as simply one species (Anderson 

2 I give more attention to the cultural dislike of dogs later in this chapter. 
3 Cognitive dissonance is the term lIsed in modern psychology to describe the stressful state of holding two 
or more connicting cognitions (Aronson 20 12). 
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1986). "Herders remember their first dogs and those of their kin and friends with 

intensity and nostalgia" (Anderson 1986, p. 10). The Saami herders appreciate and 

cherish their dogs' help and characteristics as individual, unique~and their embrace of 

dogs is more similar to the common embrace of dogs in contemporary u.s. societies. 

Mutual Dependence: Human and Dog Evolution 

One could alternatively insist dogs have been in our lives for the worse~ 

motivating hate among people who dislike dogs or instilling fear in surrounding humans 

with phobias of dogs~but I would challenge that with evidence for the contrary. Some 

say that dogs may have even first helped us homo sapiens toward the progression of 

humanity and to prevail against our Neanderthal competitors through a phenomenon 

known as co-evolution (Coren 2008). Further, some would say that dogs not only 

impacted our survival but that they inspired dynamics we continue in societies, like 

cooperation, for example (Schleidt and Shalter 2003). Stanley Coren distinguishes co-

evolution from evolution. Whereas evolution operates on phenotypes of individuals 

through the mechanism of natural selection, Coren notes that co-evolution occurs when 

species live in one community and thus 

[ ... ] evolution can act on the extended phenotype of a community 
in order to preserve all those behaviors of its members that 
increase the likelihood that the group will survive [ ... ]It is 
through just such a process that dogs played their role in human 
evolution (2008, p. 16). 

Accordingly, different species in one community impact how each other's 

group evolves by influencing each other's needed traits for survival. Co-
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evolution could also be understood as a sort of strategic evolution~whether 

the strategizing occurs within or beyond the organisms' consciousness. 

Coren describes how human beings living with dogs had a higher survival 

rate. Since dogs were excellent guards, with their enhanced sensory 

perception, humans could develop intellect, tools, weapons and healthy 

lifestyles, whereas in contrast 

the absence of dogs around the Neanderthal camps would have 
meant no ring of sentinals, and any human raids could have 
surprised them. Such a pattern, over time, could easily have led to 
the extinction of Neanderthals (Coren 2008, p. 21) 

Dogs have influenced many of the dynamics in contemporary human societies. With 

their innate abilities, Coren believes dogs have helped their human counterparts to 

develop and to dedicate more effort to enhancing a prominent civil society that could 

more easily out-power the less fortunate Neanderthals (2008). This understanding 

emerges with the idea that the more advanced wolves who lingered near human 

communities adapted~or co-evolved~to become more sociable, more lovable domestic 

dogs who could dwell in the company of more advanced humans (Coren 2008). After 

establishing the importance of dogs in our survival, Coren continues to describe the 

different types of dogs that our preferences created, pointing to the ultimate supremacy 

that humans have claimed (2008). 

Other scholars have proposed that co-evolution occurred, but played out in a 

slightly different way from Coren's model. Wolfgang Schleidt and Michael Shalter 

emphasize the mutuality of the beginning wolf-human dynamics which grew into dog-

human dynamics (2003). Schleidt and Shalter point out that the first divide between dogs 
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and wolves dates back almost ten times further than evidenced by bone or paleontological 

findings-"about 130,000 years before present" (2003, p. 65). Accordingly, 

[ ... J mtDNA from 67 breeds of dog showed a high degree of 
similarity to that of wolves (as represented by 27 wolf populations 
from Europe, Asia and North America), clearly supporting the 
hypothesis that dogs are descendent from wolves [ ... ] (Schleidt 
and Shalter 2003, p. 65). 

Dogs and wolves are inherently connected since they, at one point in time, genetically 

split from each other and they still share many genetic similarities. After providing details 

on the cooperative, coordinating nature of wolves-wolves hunting together, carrying 

heavy loads together and babysitting-Schleidt and Shalter report 

it is reasonable to assume that canid sociality and cooperativeness 
are old traits in terms of evolution, pre-dating human sociality and 
cooperativeness by millions of years (2003, p. 58). 

In regards to wolves' roles in human coordination and cooperation, Schleidt and Shalter 

argue that wolves didn't simply create the protection and space that allowed humans to be 

domestic and develop tools, like Coren argues, but they also taught humans to be 

cooperative and to create cohesive groups (2003). This proposal certainly turns the 

assumption underlying Coren's model-that humans are superior in nature-on its head. 

Schleidt and Shalter take their idea further, describing wolves' interactions with 

both Neanderthals and homo sapiens. They point to the possibility that Neanderthals 

used wolf pups as "baby substitutes, hot water bottles, and toys or playmates for human 

children" while homo sapiens, armed with spears and fire, cooperated with the wolves for 

hunting (Schleidt and Shalter 2003, p. 67). They conclude that since canids, which 

originated in North America about 130,000 years ago, worked with both Neanderthals 

and homo sapiens, modern humans are more probably a combination of Neanderthals and 
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homo sapiens, not solely the descendants of homo sapiens (Schlcidt and Shalter 2003). 

In consideration of the interconnectedness of life in this world, especially in regards to 

coevolution, it is likely that modern humans are the product of the surviving homo 

sapiens and Neanderthals-both of whom wolves helped. 

As seen above, multiple theories about the co-evolution of humans and dogs exist. 

These theories both contradict and agree with one another. Despite these debates over 

details, there is consensus that dogs evolved from wolves who simultaneously developed 

a mutually beneficial relationship with humans and molded our growth into cooperative 

societies. The human-dog mutuality is not only scientifically supported but it is also 

fundamentally reasonable. Since both species are social animals-naturally operating 

with similar priorities-they could more easily learn from one another as they learned to 

survive in this world. 

Contemporary Canines 

For thousands of years, the partnership between humans and dogs has originated 

intriguing dynamics which each underline the cooperation between the two species. 

Quantifying the popularity of domestic dogs in contemporary U.S. societies in 2012, the 

American Veterinary Association reports "there are approximately 70 million pet dogs in 

the U.S." (2013). There is a more unanimous appreciation of dogs in the home which has 

shifted over time as society's standards have shifted: most of these dogs don't have jobs 

and hold predominantly emotional roles-as companion animals-for humans yet some 

of these dogs provide both emotional and functional support to visually impaired humans, 
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as seeing-eye dogs. People still appreciate dogs for their influences in historical wars 

such as World War II (Behan 20 II). Humans have valued dogs and other companion 

animals for varying roles in our societies. 

It is more difficult to see humanity as autonomous when we rely on other species, 

perceived to be of less value, to protect us from certain dangers. I have illustrated how 

humans have learned from dogs through history and I now shift focus to show how 

humans in contemporary societies exploit dogs for their innate abilities. Today, dogs are 

used for accomplishing many human tasks, making many of our lives or jobs easier. 

Humans have created a range of jobs for dogs-guard dogs, shepherd dogs, soldier dogs, 

gun dogs, seeing-eye dogs and therapy dogs to name a few-and with these jobs village 

dogs, discussed earlier, have progressed to be embraced by and to live with humans 

(Coppinger and Coppinger 2001). With their olfactory powers, dogs have been trusted in 

sniffing out all kinds of threats-as cancer sniffing dogs, as seizure sniffing dogs, as drug 

sniffing dogs, as pest sniffing dogs, as blood sugar level sniffing dogs, as cell phone 

sniffing dogs in prisons, as gas leak sniffing dogs, etc. (Goodavage 2012). 

As soldier dogs-dogs used in the military during war-dogs have altered U.S. 

history (Goodavage 2012). Many human soldiers' lives have counted on the dogs lor 

their tine senses of smell-(for detecting bombs and rEDs, improvised explosive 

devices)-and hearing-(for detecting hidden enemies) (Goodavage 2012). Finding 

soldier dogs' keen senses-of vision, hearing and smell-to be the best source of 

protection, the army increased their dependency on dogs as protectors of soldiers from 

these rED's (Goodavage 2012); as a result soldier dogs have saved from "150 to 1,800 

lives per dog" (Goodavage 2012, p. II). This explains why military dogs have been used 
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by the u.s. Department of Defense since the mid-1980s (Goodavage 2012, p. 45), were 

likely first used by a country other than America (Goodavage 2012, p. 45), were in fact 

used by countries in Europe-such as Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany and France 

(Goodavage 2012, p. 45)-and were used since at least WWI (Goodavage 2012, p. 15). 

Maria Goodavage highlights how dogs have been used in wars for tasks such as: 

attacking, protecting, tracking, relaying messages, pulling sleds, delivering first aid and 

alerting soldiers to danger before they could sense it themselves (2012). Dogs have 

excelled at snifting the air while being vigilant of snipers and other hidden enemies so 

they often alert their handlers-during that war (Goodavage 2012). Reviewing wars 

through history, dogs have shown 

[ ... J there may be no other time in history when their olfactory 
abilities have been so essential [as during World War 1... J 
European armies were using dogs to great advantage, particularly 
as first responders and messengers (Goodavage 2012, pp. 9-15) 

Soldier dogs have been essential during our battles over time, becoming the important 

middlemen during operations in addition to protecting and saving lives. Currently, the 

use of soldier dogs still provides the U.S. army with an advantage in Afghanistan--the 

U.S. has "one response that the Taliban has no answer for: the soldier dog, with his most 

basic sense-smell-and his deepest desire---some praise and a chew toy" (Goodavage 

2012, p. 4). These military dogs are easily pleased or rewarded by a simple toy for 

chewing on and the troops truly appreciate their dogs' hard work--snifflng out bombs; 

hearing, seeing, sniffing out and attacking enemies; saving thousands of soldiers' lives 

(Goodavage 2012). 

It is clear that the military values their dogs, but there is less consensus on what 

the dogs should be valued as: as weapons or as live beings? Air Force Master Sergeant 
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Antonio Rodriguez points to some of the uniquely efficient qualities that soldier dogs 

bring to the U.S. military when he says that "'the working dog is a weapons system that 

is resilient, compact, easily deployable, and can move fast when needed. Nothing 

compares'" (Goodavage 2012, p. 10). Rodriguez values soldier dogs, yet his praise is a 

bit unsettling. Calling dogs a weapons system is a shocking claim, particularly because 

soldier dogs have also been known to humanize the military scene, as they have provided 

companionship, comfort, loyalty and comedy to the soldiers (Goodavage 2012). Dogs as 

a species exhibit a vivacious nature that is often appreciated, but it is possible that 

soldiers in the military are so desensitized by all the horrific violence they face that as a 

coping strategy they reduce the dogs to objects-objects that are nonetheless strategically 

advantageous. 

Fortunately, there are soldiers who value dogs as living beings or even best 

friends (Goodavage 2012). In fact, "handlers can end up developing a closer bond with 

their dogs than they do with other people, even spouses" (Goodavage 2012, p. 25). 

Spouses and ti'iends would be hard pressed to trump the bond between a handler and her 

or his dog, after the dog saved his or her life multiple times. Dogs work so well in the 

military that "[ ... ] a military myth holds that a dog is always one rank above his handler" 

(Goodavage 2012, p. 27). The fact that this myth exists indicates the importance the 

military accredits to its dogs. The bond formed between soldier dog handlers and their 

dogs has caused handlers to exclaim they have '''the best job in the world [because ... ] it's 

better than with people [ ... J just simpler and more fun'" (Goodavage 2012, p. 36). The 

uncomplicated behaviors of the soldier dogs can help the bond between them and soldiers 

to be closer than a bond among relatives (Goodavage 2012, p. 36). The degree to which 
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military personnel pampers and gives the utmost medical care to dogs (Goodavage 2012) 

further illustrates importance seen in dogs. Whether or not this is due to the 

objectification of dogs as militarily advantageous, the military's compassion for dogs 

ultimately reveals the depth of the emotional connections dogs create with humans which 

help us function, both practically and emotionally. The soldier dog reveals much insight 

into the human-dog dynamic: humans will trust dogs with their lives and humans are able 

to become closer to dogs than to other humans. 

The Varying Treatments and Perceptions of Companion Animals 

The different roles for dogs and the emotional significance of a dog for a human 

stand out from those roles for other animals (Sanders 1999). The certain kinship between 

humans and dogs can't be found between humans and other species. The use of military 

dogs may speak to a larger phenomenon in human nature. Clinton Sanders makes a 

wonderful analogy to describe how dogs and other companion animals have been valued 

by humans for varying roles in our societies, when he states in his book 

like antique cars, comic books, polkas, or other items of taste 
culture, companion animals can act as central elements in 
extensive social rituals and organizations (1999, p. 9). 

People in contemporary societies have continually objectified pets in their cultures, 

granting the pets value, as a means to completing ceremonies or tasks. Donna Haraway 

writes an entire manifesto problematizing the cultural consumption and therefore abuse 

of companion animals (2003). In doing so Haraway asserts that humans and dogs are 

"companion species," as the different species have evolved together-impacting each 
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other's development (2003). The objectifIcation of dogs could aptly describe the use of' 

show dogs or dogs in the military for some, as Sergeant Antonio Rodriguez displays 

(Goodavage 2012). Then again, Sanders shows evidence that the military appreciates 

their dogs. He says, "one of the most simple forms of personhood assigned to companion 

animals is seen when they act as surrogates for other people" (1999, p. 9). Soldier dogs 

certainly act as surrogate soldiers when they serve in the front line of a battle. Owners of 

companion animals most basically allow their animals person statuses when the animals 

become psuedo-humans. 

Often pets among families in Israel, particularly dogs are valued in the home as 

surrogate children-for young or old couples-treated as "flexible persons" or as 

"emotional commodities" (Shir-Vertesh 2012, p. 420). Israeli families frequently 

embrace and even spoil their dogs until they get tired of the dog or until a new baby 

enters the peoples' lives-until caring for the dog becomes inconvenient (Shir-Vertesh 

2012). Dogs could be a source of cognitive dissonance4 for people currently living in 

Israel-dissonance like for people living in Pemba-as they treat their dogs as persons, 

only when convenient. More likely, the Israelites could be perfectly comfortable with 

their culture's accepted flexible role for a pet in the household (Shir-Vertesh 2012). Such 

dogs probably get comfortable with and used to their attributed values and are 

conditioned to expect certain reactions and behaviors of their human caretakers, yet 

they'll be in for a shock once their family structures change. Once a newborn enters the 

scene tor many Israeli families, a pet dog's needs and wants are then ignored and the dog 

becomes deprived of attention from its once attentive owners (Shir-Vertesh 2012). These 

owners show little guilt when expressing their feelings about their dogs to others (Shir-

4 See page seven, footnote three for definition. 
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Vertesh 20 12)-though there are some owners who do feel guilt (Shir-Vertesh 2012), 

indicating the humanization of dogs may stick for certain Israeli owners which may 

increase the possibility of experiencing cognitive dissonance when they consider dogs. 

Ultimately Israel displays how the human connection with dogs can lead to the 

personification of dogs. 

Dogs have also influenced various communities and their religions in certain 

ways. Pembans' dislike of dogs can be traced back to "before biblical times," beginning 

when Mohammad advised against touching the evil organisms (Coppinger and Coppinger 

200 I, p. 75). Currently, Pembans continue their culturally dominant view of dogs as 

disliked by God and lesser beings so that even though some Pembans will admit to liking 

dogs or a dog in confidence, they will hide that from others in public (Coppinger and 

Coppinger 200 I). In a different region in Africa, the Beng ofIvory Coast there are myths 

about dogs which become ambiguous when they are juxtaposed, both praising dogs for 

their intellect and condemning them for their selfish nature (Gottlieb 1986). Similarly, 

Christianity has accounted for dogs in more ambiguous ways. For instance, there are 

stories of patron saints of dogs, yet those tales were ultimately challenged with contempt 

for dogs-so strong it deemed dogs as ofticially heretical (Coren 2008). In certain 

respects, cultures have seen dogs as source of contention as the differing perceptions of 

dogs-i.e. either personifying or demonizing dogs-can divide the cultures. 

The popular labels for a 'cat-' or 'dog-person' may lead to risky human 

perception of dogs. These two categorizations often used to not only describe a person's 

preference-either for dogs or for cats-but to describe the person-the characteristics 

and temperament of the individual (Coren 2008). In fact, "most people firmly believe 
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that dogs and cats are traditional enemies and coexist only with great difficulty" (Coren 

2008, p. \39). What most people mistake for incompatibility between the two species

dogs and cats-is simply a miscommunication brought on by the contrasting signaling of 

the two animals (Coren 2008). Dogs, like cats, have overarching tendencies; dogs are 

often more sociable and bolder than cats and this observation has led to a folklore 

explanation of dogs' and cats' existences: "'dogs and cats started out as the same 

animal-only dogs were all men and cats were all women'" (Coren's grandfather qtd. in 

Coren 2008, p. \39). Societies have connected the cultural gender binary between men's 

and women's typical behaviors to the difficulties between dogs and cats. Already linked 

to human ditTerences, the extrapolation of the perceived discrepancy between cats and 

dogs has naturally transpired to describe pet owners. This analogy between dogs and 

humans both embraces dogs and places dogs in a more hazardous circumstance. 

Possible Dangers to the Humanization of Dogs 

There are many who would argue that the popular classifications of dogs aren't 

objectifying dogs, but rather they are humanizing dogs, bringing the species to the 

standards and higher achieving level of the humans. Donna Haraway asserts that this 

personification is nothing more than a demonstration of the selfishness of humans, when 

she describes the consumption of companion animals in her manifesto (2003). Haraway 

speaks of all companion species, but primarily dogs when she postulates her ideas. She 

insists that in modernity, humans lise dogs for personal gain so overwhelmingly that we 

put dogs at a special risk in societies "of abandonment when human affection wanes, 
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when people's convenience takes precedence, or when the dog fails to deliver on the 

fantasy of love" (I-Iaraway 2003, p. 38). Humans' anthropomorphism of dogs could even 

be considered haphazard since the humanized role is so fickle, leaving the dogs 

ultimately closer to emotionless items than to complex humans. By reviewing the 

conventional treatment of dogs as surrogate children in Israel, we have seen an example 

of Haraway's accusations, revealing she was not out of line in saying such things in her 

manifesto. 

In response to the personification of companion animals, Haraway insists that "to 

regard a dog as a furry child, even metaphorically, demeans dogs and children-and sets 

up children to be bitten and dogs to be killed" (2003, p. 37). In other words, by keeping 

dogs in the same category as children, closer to children in regard, dogs become more 

comfortable with and inclined to play-bite the children as equals. Unfortunately, with 

nothing else to do these defenseless children then cry in the pain oftheir wound and 

cause the t1exible role given to that dog to take a turn for the worse as the dog is 

terminated for essentially committing to its designated role. Dogs, children and further 

an entire dynamic of respect in societies-between dogs and humans-can suffer from 

humans' characterization of dogs. The rendering of a dog as a surrogate child reveals one 

of dogs' emotional roles for and ways to connect with humans. 

It is likely that the superior abilities of dogs and humans for viable social 

interaction have made possible the unique bond between humans and dogs (Sanders 

1999). Thematically and unfortunately for dogs, many humans fail to appreciate their 

dogs as beings and to recognize dogs' superiorities, leaving the dogs to adapt to a 
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confusing world. When people train their dogs, they often force contradictory 

expectations upon the dogs since 

[ ... .1 the major demand on the human is precisely what most of us 
don't even know we know how to do-to wit, how to see who 
dogs are and hear what they are telling us, not in bloodless 
abstraction, but in one-on-one relationship, in otherness-in
connection [ ... ] dog people like me have to lie to ourselves about 
the contlicting fantasies we project onto our dogs in our 
inconsistent training and dishonest evaluations of what is actually 
happening (Haraway 2003, pp. 45-46). 

Haraway admits to a mistake often made by humans in caring for dogs-people tend to 

personify their dogs so much that they overlook their dogs' "otherness" (2003, p. 45). 

Haraway also offers a resolution to this error, that people should consider their dogs and 

embrace the mutuality of their relationship before making demands of their dogs (2003). 

The public may not be very receptive to her suggestion though because people have 

shown, in different ways, how dependent they are on their dogs to be the resilient entities 

in their lives-i.e. as military dogs (Goodavage 2012) or as "flexible persons" in Israel 

(Shir-Vertesh 2012, p. 420). Moreover-as discussed when considering the 'cat-' or 

'dog-person' labels-in contemporary societies dogs can be emblematic of multiple 

things for or about an owner: 

pets have come to represent other aspects of social identity 
[separate from those found within or from other sources]. Rather 
than demonstrate elite status, pets-especially dogs-symbolize 
the owner's caring nature; love for fun; and-especially for those 
in the upper class, one's populist connection to the 'common 
person' (Sanders 1999, p. 6). 

Dogs are often used by their owners to, perhaps latently, communicate to the outside 

world certain characteristics and temperaments. Most striking in this excerpt is the point 

that the upper class in the United States does not so much acquire dogs to symbolize elite 
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status. Haraway would argue quite the contrary of this, underlining the many uses of 

pure-bred dogs, purchased by the elite to convey power (2003). For instance, some elite 

purchase show dogs and designer dogs-which tend to be smaller dogs that can be 

carried in handbags--and dogs for show-bigger dogs (Haraway 2003). Figure A 

displays three pictures of dogs carried in bags: 

Figure A: Three examples of dogs carried in or as bags. From leji to 
right: a woman power-walking on the beach with her dog as a prop, a 
man holding a dog in his satchel as he overlooks the water with a woman, 
the singer Jessica Simpson revealing to a woman the dog that 'sin her bag 
(googleimages 2013). 

Currently humans do seem do be altering dogs' tendencies while humans' 

foundations remain unchanged. Some would go so far as to assert that humans and dogs 

share a relationship of amensalism, "the biological relationship in which one species is 

not affected by the association, but the other, by accident is hurt by it" (Coppinger and 

Coppinger 2001, p. 228). This claim would be more reasonable were the co-evolution of 

humans and dogs not so strongly evidenced by archaeological findings-co-evolution 

indicating that both species were impacted by each other (Schleidt and Shalter 2003). It 
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is questionable whether dogs are as intluential on humans as humans are on dogs-i.e. 

especially considering humans breeding dogs, selecting the desired traits.5 In sum 

amensalism remains a considerable definition of the modern human-dog dynamic. 

Literature Review: The Emotional Capacity of Dogs 

The common spectacle of reducing dogs to accessories may mask 

from the public the emotional work that those objectified dogs are 

providing to their owners. As I applied Kevin Behan's theory-that dogs 

are humans' emotional mirrors, acting only viscerally with no thought 

(20 II )-to my experiences, they seemed to make sense. My dog tended 

to retlect the emotions of my mother regarding others and other dogs were 

kinder to me if their owner and I had gotten along well. Generally dogs 

are either valued for their senses6 or emotional capacities or both-with 

emotional capacities that Behan portrays as inherently superior to those of 

humans and other animals (2011). Behaviorists would rationalize dogs' 

behavior as a result of the same processes that mold human behaviors. 

Behaviorist theories, founded by the psychologist Pavlov, explain human 

behavior in terms of learning and operant conditioning (Nolen-Hoeksema 

20 I 0). Operant conditioning is training a behavior into a being through 

the use of rewards and punishments (Nolen-Hoeksema 2010). 

5 Since as interviewees responded to a question about the directionality of influence between dogs and 
humans. it will be disclissed in Chapter 4. 
6 These are senses which we have seen in the many, more practical uses of dogs to accomplish more 
tangible triumphs. 
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Behaviorists would apply these understandings of behavior to explain 

dogs' behaviors. 

Kevin Behan, a veteran police-dog trainer and expert in the 

rehabilitation of aggressive and problem dogs, insists that dogs function 

entirely differently from humans-supposedly dogs prioritize tending to 

feelings and wants which result in no intellect whatsoever. 

The dog perceives the human in terms of a want, as an integral part 
of its own desire, within a single feeling and all at once. The dog 
can hold the human plus its 'self' plus the food in the same feeling 
at the same time [ ... J Dogs want what a human being wantsjust 
because the human wants iI[ .. . ]by sitting, the dog is fitting its 
'self into the same feeling with the human, becoming the south to 
the human's north, thereby forming a group mind (Behan 2011, p. 
31). 

As an alternative explanation to "thinking" and behaviorist theories, Behan proposes that 

dogs' behaviors can be easily explained by the dogs' visceral reactions to present stimuli 

(2011). That there is absolutely no thinking involved in dogs' cognitions in Behan's idea, 

removes the possibility of any thought in dogs' behavior li·om dogs-who are living 

mammals. As such it seems clear that dogs must inherently have intelligence, thought-

though it may not match the capacity of humans' intellect. In fact, "Brian Hare at 

Harvard University has been looking at the communication and cognitive skills of 

animals and has found that domesticated dogs are superior to all other animals at picking 

up on subtle, nonverbal human communication cues [ ... ]" (Coren 2008, p. 20). Brain 

Hare and Michael Tomasello note that domestic dogs are more skilled at reading human 

communication than our nearest primate relatives (Hare and Tomasello 2006, p. 439). In 

studies, dogs have shown to understand nonverbal social cues, such as pointing and eye 

gaze, to find hidden food (Hare and Tomasello \999). In sum "recent data indicate that 
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dogs are comparable with humans in regard to the complex social cognition involved in 

understanding long-distance signals that indicate where food is hidden" (Overall 20 II, p. 

1). Dogs certainly demonstrate their cognitive abilities-yet in stripping dogs ofthought, 

Behan did offer an intriguing perspective to understanding the nature of dogs which may 

explain aspects of the human-dog dynamic. 

Behan supports his theory with many historical recollections and some anecdotes 

of dogs emulating their owners' deeper emotional states, whether or not the owners were 

conscious oftheir emotions. For example, Behan begins his book by exemplifying one 

woman's problem regarding her dog's aggression toward children. According to Behan, 

the dog was so aggressive not out of dislike but out of the overload of emotions that it 

detected within the owner (2011). Apparently the woman was rather distraught in the 

presence of the children of the man she was dating, wanting to connect with them and not 

wanting to be resented by them (Behan 20 II). Her dog had been picking up on this, 

forming a "group mind" with its owner as any dog would do in their emotionally 

motivated nature (Behan 2011, p. xix). When dogs form a "group mind" Behan explains 

that "absolutely every act a dog performs is but a reaction to their overall group 

dynamic ... canines align themselves around the strongest feeling in their group" (Behan 

20 II, p. xix). He summarizes his evidence when he says, 

living with a dog we become part of this emotional alchemy, as our 
dog involuntarily projects its emotional center of gravity into us 
and vice versa, so as to compose a group mind. But unlike a dog, 
we [humans] make a choice [ ... ] I believe the physiology and 
personality of the animal [the dog] are based and arranged around 
the emotional battery (Behan 20 I I, p. 110& 148). 

In Behan's view, dogs and humans both are greatly influenced by emotional states and 

dogs are more in tune with the emotional states of others than humans are, due to the 
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central functioning of dogs' "emotional batteries" (2011, p. 148). Not present in this 

excerpt is Behan's constant use of the term 'charge' to play within his analogy that likens 

the workings of dogs with batteries. Behan believes that dogs always want emotionally 

to connect with their counterparts by providing the charge-positive or negative-

opposite to what they detect in another, thereby functioning like emotional batteries 

(2011). 

There could be something seductive about Behan's theory·--how it both 

diminishes and almost deifies dogs in its distinguishing of them. Alternatively, Behan 

may just be making his theory easy to accept by presenting it in laymen's terms. Behan 

does offer a way for humans and dogs to better coexist: 

we [humans] can effectively develop the skill of parsing apart 
thoughts, instincts and habits from pure emotion and a true feeling 
by seeing the dog as a creature of the immediate moment (2011, p. 
147). 

Behan believes that dogs offer more than companionship to humans for dogs can 

enlighten our species on fundamental dynamics of a living being. Behan wants us to 

consider dogs so that we may redefine common knowledge of thoughts, emotions and 

feelings. 

Clinton Sanders presents a less radical understanding of dogs that is more 

compelling than Behan's. He maintains that dogs are companion animals with emotional 

capacities so high that thought must be integrated into their processing of the world 

(Sanders 1999). Owners he interviewed support this idea with their perceptions as well: 

the owners with whom I spoke had little doubt of their animals' 
cognitive abilities and all could recount examples of what they 
defIned as thoughtful behavior [ ... J Their thoughts were presumed 
to be nonlinear, composed mostly of mental images, and driven 
largely by emotion (Sanders 1999, p. 18). 
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Dog owners see such logic, such rational thought behind their dogs' feeling-based actions 

that they conclude that the animals can't be solely acting viscerally. One should consider 

seeing-eye dogs as demonstrating the intelligence dogs must have to guide humans 

through the world (Sanders 1999). The understanding behind this line of thought could 

be somewhat elitist if it were that any animal, if only acting viscerally is bound to be 

incompatible with highly developed, logical humans. Contrarily, the underlying 

understanding to granting dogs the complexity ofthought could be that dogs are so 

compatible with humans because of the fundamental similarities that the two species 

share which set them apart within the animal kingdom. The latter understanding is more 

agreeable so long as dogs and humans are not regarded as equals,7 but the two species are 

considered compatible with each other due to the companion nature in dogs. 

Indicating the popularity of the domesticated dog, Hare and Tomasello studied 

domesticated dogs for their social skills, which have proven to be superior to those of 

other animals as a result of the co-evolution or "convergent evolution" (2005, p. 439) of 

dogs and humans. In experiments, dogs have shown a competence in reading human 

social cues-such as differing forms of gestures, pointing, or eye-gazes-in order to find 

hidden food (Hare and Tomasello 1999). Because the dog and the human are so 

interconnected through co-evolution, the findings of Hare's and Tomasello's 2005 study 

do not only provide insight into the workings of dogs; the cognitive evolution shown by 

dogs may implicate that "human-like social intelligence could initially have evolved, not 

as an adaptation, but as a by-product of selection on seemingly unrelated social-

7 I think that dogs generally excel in certain dimensions of life where humans fall short and vice versa. 
Both species have developed particular to the demands oftheil' envil'Onments and genetic layout quite 
effectively. 
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emotional systems [ ... ]" (2005, p. 442). Hare and Tomasello detail their proposal saying 

that dogs likely learned social skills as a result of their changes in temperament which 

ultimately became "human-like" (2005, p. 442). In sum, by studying dogs, Hare and 

Tomasello have found that 

like domestic dogs, this selection for tamer emotional reactivity put our 
hominid ancestors in a new adaptive space within which modern human
like forms of social interaction and communication could be 
selected for (2005, p. 443). 

Dogs' social capacities, having allowed dogs to ally with humans, may reveal some of 

the mysterious underpinnings of human evolution. 

All this considered, there remains a gap in the information on human relationships 

with dogs. Only certain age groups-children and the elderly-have been focused on in 

relation to dogs. Most of the data regarded these groups. For instance, findings indicate 

that resident dogs in nursing homes "reduce tension, depression, anger fatigue ands 

confusion and increase vigour" in nursing homes (Crowley-Robinson, Fenwick and 

Blackshaw 1996, p. 147). Other studies have shown that "preadolescent children with pet 

dogs have significantly higher selt:esteem and empathy than children without dogs" 

(Coren 1999, p. 148). An important aspect of the diverse dog-human relationships that 

has been overlooked in the literature is of those between people 18-50 years old-(who 

can be found as members of college communities)-and dogs. This study used 

Swarthmore College as a microcosm of the diverse relationships between humans and 

dogs among \8-50 year old people. The results of a survey distributed to the campus 

community allow an understanding of the more popular sentiments of contemporary 

dogs. Interviews captured perspectives among various individuals from three categories: 

students, faculty or stan" and a student with special needs. This study'S findings have 
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revealed that the historically significant roles that dogs have held in human societies have 

changed over time to become primarily emotional roles for humans the Swarthmore 

College community-i.e. emotional butTers, emotional outlets. 

Tactical Approach: Methodology behind the Study 

To understand the different human-dog relationships that exist in Swarthmore 

College, I conducted a total of seven interviews with students, faculty and stafT members 

at the school. I contacted each of the individuals, interviewed based on my knowledge 

that these people maintained a regular contact with at least one dog while on campus. I 

found (acuIty or staff who brought their dog(s) to campus and students who walked or 

took care of these or other dogs. I conducted interviews with two faculty members and 

two statT members who own dogs in addition to two students-a senior and a 

sophomore-who walk professors' dogs on campus and one sophomore student with a 

seeing-eye dog-to inspect a specific, practical use of dogs. Preparing tor the interviews, 

I created a list of questions to be used as guidelines through a more conversational 

exchange. Many of the interview questions were not asked because they were-directly 

or indirectly--answered by the informants during their extensive, story-like responses. 

Each of the interviewees naturally spoke candidly with me about the dogs in their lives, 

tending to share rather personal information about their lives with me-immediately or 

eventually. The interviews magnified many deeper sentiments born from human-dog 

relations, some of which had been alluded to in the survey responses while others seemed 

more novel. 
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To understand a more general perception of dogs on campus I emailed a link to an 

online survey that I created to list serves including all of the faculty members, staff 

members and students of Swarthmore College. I utilized the user-friendly survey 

creation database, Qualtrics to craft a twenty-four-question survey. To answer any 

question in the survey, participants could select one option from a choice of answers and 

sometimes could select more than one answer, depending on whether the question was 

more quantitative or qualitative. For example, the first question only allowed one answer 

to be selected as a response because it was more black and white: it asked respondents if 

they liked or disliked dogs. Since the next question further inspected the previous 

response by asking participants to explain their choice, they were allowed to select more 

than one of the provided answers as a response. Whenever the choice "other" was 

provided, participants were presented with a space for text so that they could elaborate on 

their selection of this option with a free response. Excluding questions about facts

demographic information-most of the questions on the survey also included a free 

response area so that participants could elaborate on their answers if they so decided. 

This space ultimately ensured that nearly all of the data collected with the survey 

contained a qualitative element. With a sutlicient amount of repetitions-three to five

in many of the free response areas-across the differing generations composing the 

students, faculty and staff with their varying contexts-I have deemed it appropriate to 

extrapolate from these survey responses to arrive at plausible explanations of the highly 

valued human-dog relationship in the Swarthmore College community. 

My bias was probably more influential on my study when it came to my 

interactions with the interviewees during our interviews. Having lived in a home with a 
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dog, Rosie, for 16 years I entered this study with a subjective view on dogs: I appreciate 

and find great joy in most, larger, dogs. Living with Rosie also revealed to me some of 

the setbacks of dog-ownership: you have to clean up after dogs and dogs can be too hyper 

or dogs can be far too loud. Though my main takeaway from having lived with a dog is 

positive I have experienced several negative aspects of dog ownership that work to 

balance my view-as much as possible. In the end though I don't see my positionality as 

a dog lover to have interfered much with my interviews since I-presumably

interviewed other dog lovers. It is more likely that whatever enthusiasm I offered my 

informants acted to encourage the interviewees into our candid conversations. 

Across interview transcripts and survey results, many participants used similar or 

the same discourses in their responses. The Swarthmore College community is a good 

snapshot of people united in a contemporary society, despite having experienced diftering 

contexts of life-racially, ethnically, financially, etc. Further, the participants in my 

study provided a diverse sample of individuals in the Swarthmore College community 

and their responses to my questions about dogs aptly illustrate the human-dog dynamic 

among humans between the ages of 18 and 50 years. Given the time constraints 

embedded in this project and the abundant amount of dogs brought on campus it was 

most feasible to conduct research in the Swarthmore College community. 

The survey have results allowed me to observe the human-dog relationship more 

superficially and have helped me to gauge any general feelings people have about dogs. 

The data collected from all of the interviews have exposed many patterns in the 

relationships between dogs and humans-i.e. that domestic dogs often provide emotional 

support to their human owners, that humans count on the emotional support of dogs, that 
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dogs reduce stress in humans, that domestic dogs are popular among the Swarthmore 

College community, etc8
. Yet much of the data also emphasized a unique quality to each 

individual relationship forged between a dog and a human. 

In considering the human-dog dynamic at Swarthmore, there are certain ideas 

from Behan's theory that are useful-that dogs have profound emotional capacities and 

try to connect with their owners-and there are other things which are not-that dogs 

don't think at all and involuntarily reflect the emotions of owners. Behan's integrity is 

respectable and commendable, but the validity to parsing apati thoughts trom feeling is 

questionable. Considering Sanders' publication, thoughts and feelings more likely occur 

on a spectrum and in many cases result in each other. Combining a review of literature 

with the field research at Swarthmore College, it becomes clear that dogs in 

contemporary societies often employ emotional roles in humans' lives and these roles 

have transformed from the previously desired practical roles provided by dogs. 

Roadmap: Chapter Overview 

My studies have exposed that dogs' roles in the contemporary human society of 

Swarthmore College has shifted trom being mainly practical roles to being mainly 

emotional roles. I have thematically divided the subsequent chapters to focus on 

particular aspects of the human-dog bond. Chapter two focuses on the change in roles 

that dogs have played for humans-from providing more explicitly practical support to 

providing more explicitly emotional support. The subsections within this chapter review 

selected survey results and interview responses to discuss the felt affect of dogs and the 

8 The details on my findings will be discussed in chapters two and three. 
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important comfort of dogs. In addition there are sections discussing the history of the 

dynamic dog-human relationship and the practical effects of dogs' emotional comfort 

which is particularly important when considering having a campus dog center. 

Chapter three focuses on the treatment of dogs by their owners. The subsections 

of this chapter inspect some of the still existing practical roles for dogs and humans' 

perceptions of dogs' intelligences. One section discusses the communicative skills of 

dogs that have fostered such tight human-dog bonds and another section details the far 

reaching negative impact of dog fighting. The final subsection of chapter three reviews 

the care often provided to domesticated dogs by loving owners in the Swarthmore 

College community. 

Finally, chapter four ties each of the previous chapters together in discussion and 

offers suggestions for future studies. The chapter also brietly discusses the directionality 

of intluence between dogs and humans-as perceived by dog owners. This study has 

found that dogs hold largely emotional roles for humans in the Swarthmore College 

community which has adj usted from the largely practical roles dogs offered to humans 

historically. Chapter four elaborates on how the research of this study can speak to 

broader trends in contemporary societies that are considerable for understanding the 

human-dog dynamic. There are many things to examine about the human-dog dynamic 

and I ofTer my thesis as a starting point for more extensive research on this topic. 
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Chapter 2: 

Resourceful Research: 

Exploiting the Human-Dog Dynamics at Swarthmore College's Campus 

Hr . .J everyone, and without exception, eVeJyone has a dog story to tell" 
-Toby Barlow Sharp Teeth 2008, p. 14 

Professor Serrano and Franky 

Franky has been welcomed by Prr~fessor Serrano-and seemingly every student at 

Swarthmore-as a puppy. With hisfhgfy black or tanfilr-black on top and tan 

underneath-and his ears always perked up, this mini-German Shepherd steals peoples' 

attention with his innocent energy or even while he simply rests. Since Projessor Serrano 

adopted Franky, he has regularly brought him to campus and stopped in the Science 

Center9 c(!flee bar lounge. There Franky has demonstrated his crowd-pleasing talents as 

he has inadvertently captured the attention ()f every student in the room-who had 

previously been ji)cused on their studies. Many students have come to expect visits jrom 

Franky, ojten smiling and running up to pet this small animal. When he '.I' escorted to the 

lounge some students say they Hwant to steal Franky jilrever" and anyone who says 

anything either asks Projessor Serrano about the puppy-ajterjirst addressing Franky-

or speaks to the puppy bending lower to Franky ',I' level. Franky rises to the occasion and 

welcomes the attention, interrupting his excited and exploratory movements with pauses 

to allow jilr small pats or rubsfrom others. 

Professor Serrano hasjustified Franky 's constant presence in the Science Center 

saying, H/ jigured, well he '.I' a puppy now and everybody loves puppies and that doesn't 

9 An academic building on campus used mostly for the science classes; see Figure B for a labeled campus 
map. 
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last velY long. I'll bring him to campus and I'll bring him so-to let people see him and 

enjoy him too so (laugh) and it's good/or him 1 think he's-he '.1' going to be really fi'iendly 

with people, He's used to lots o/people coming up and petting him", " Prr~fessor 

Serrano loves his ability to provide such irreplaceable joy to the diligent students with his 

puppy. This example (ifFranky's visits to campus demonstrates the powelftdly 

distracting positive qf/ect dogs ofien have on people. 

The popular contemporary understanding of dogs may be shifting from having an 

appreciation of dogs' practical roles for humans to having an appreciation for dogs' 

emotional roles. For instance, dogs used to be relied on as hunting partners and for 

protecting property (Coppinger and Coppinger 2001) but with the advances in technology 

people in contemporary United States do not need dogs for these roles as much. As a 

result, people have found a new reliance on dogs for their emotional capacities. Put 

another way, Behan suggests that 

dogs aren't unique in the animal kingdom in terms of any other animal, 
but their emotional capacity is higher than that of any other animal, and 
therefore they are able to employ emotional sonar in the human world 
(Behan 2011, p. 191). 

When helping humans emotionally dogs are also helping them practically, complicating 

the divide between practical and emotional. For example, people often use dogs in 

therapy to brighten their moods and many individuals become dog owners in search of 

purpose in their lives. A once majorly depressed 10 dog owner reports, "[ ... ] when you are 

really really depressed and your mental abilities are not sharp, you are really not 

thinking" (qtd in Sanders 1999, p. 18). Considering dogs' abilities to elevate moods, this 

[0 Major depression (MD) is a severe degree ofthe mood disorder depression; MD is characterized by 
prolonged feelings of sadness, apathy, low self esteem and importantly dysesthesia (Nolen-Hoeksema 
2010). 
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example underlines the significant way that dogs' emotional support has a practical 

impact on their owners. By giving someone's life more meaning and lifting their mood, a 

dog allows that person to function differently, less distractedly-thereby having a 

practical effect. In doing this, dogs mesh emotions and practicality so they no longer 

remain two distinct measures. In this chapter, I will illustrate how dogs employ a new, 

more fundamentally emotional role in humans' lives which has changed from the more 

practical role demanded in the past. 

All of my data overwhelmingly showed the profound importance humans often 

attribute to dogs. It is necessary, however, to note that I only interviewed people who 

chose willingly to interact with dogs, and thus have a sample that is more representative 

of dog lovers and dog owners than it is of the population of the Swarthmore campus 

community at large. To gather more diverse data that I could extrapolate from, I 

distributed a survey to the entire campus community-Swarthmore College's students, 

faculty and staff. A portion of these individuals liked dogs or were dog owners while 

others were not dog owners or didn't like dogs. Across survey and interview responses 

there were a few who thought a little differently about dogs but many people agreed on 

most matters-that dogs comfort humans from stress or sadness; that dogs should be 

allowed on campus; that dogs facilitate social interactions, etc.-and none ofthe 

individual interviewees' responses strayed far from the average responses collected in the 

surveys. 

It is worthwhile to start with an exploration of the survey results, as the sample is 

somewhat more representative of the wide range of perspectives about dogs on 

Swarthmore's campus. A total of279 participants completed the survey: 150 members of 
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the faculty and staff and 129 Swarthmore College students. Taking all of the 279 

completed surveys together, interesting details of human understandings and 

interpretations of dogs emerge. 

Patterns of Affection: the Campus Community's General Sentiments towards Dogs 

One would be hard pressed to find a faculty or staff member on campus who 

dislikes dogs enough to ban them from campus grounds. As depicted by the bar graphs 

in Figures la and 1 b, an overwhelming majority of the faculty and staff survey 

respondents indicated they did not think dogs should be banned from campus (141 out of 

150 or 95%) even though a lesser majority of the group reported that they liked dogs (139 

out of 150 or 93%). 

Dislike (can fJl(I"'tln) 

Figure Ill: Faculty/StaffSurvcy RC~lIlts to Question I on survcy~[)o You Like or 
Dislike Dogs? 
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Figure Ib: Facuhy/SlafTSlII'Ycy Results to Question 16011 slII'vcywDo You Think Dogs 
Should or Should Not be Allowed on Campus? 
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The unarguable majority of the faculty and staff who said they liked dogs points to the 

popularity of dogs in the Swarthmore College Community. When survey respondents 

answered why dogs should be allowed on campus, given a selection of choices, most of 

the respondents selected "They provide emotional benefits to members of the campus 

community" (117 out of 141 or 83%), "They help create a positive atmosphere" (114 out 

of 141 or 81 %), or "They provide a diversion for students, faculty and statl" (99 out of 

141 or 70%). That those in favor of dogs on campus noted dogs' ability to change the 

environment into a li'iendlier, more welcoming space points to the human recognition of 

dogs' affective powers on a setting. Further, seeing distracting dogs as beneficial to the 

campus community, the survey participants indicated the benevolent impact of dogs' 

powers over humans. When asked why dogs should be banned from campus, given a 

selection of choices, there was no sweeping majority selecting a choice though popular 

choices were: "Irresponsible owners leave their dogs' wastes," "They distract campus 

community members," or "Other"tt (each 3 out of 7 or 43%). Based on the feedback of 

all those in favor of dogs on campus the 2 other faculty and statT who disliked dogs may 

have been acting more selflessly when choosing to keep dogs around-perhaps they 

prioritized the environmental changes that dogs bring to the school which appear to 

positively affect the students more than they negatively affect the college employees. t2 

Students' responses were remarkably similar to the faculty's and staffs 

responses. As indicated by the bar graphs in Figures 2a and 2b, an even greater 

percentage of the students surveyed declared that they would not choose to ban dogs from 

11 Detailing their selection of "Other" participants wrote, "I don't mind pets around the ground, but would 
prefer they not be allowed inside buildings," "Otf leash they are a nuisance," or "some people may be 
afraid or allergic." Because such a minority of faculty and staff were more negative this detail is not very 
influential to the study's findings. 
12 See Appendix for more details on the relevant survey results. 
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the Swarthmore campus (127 out of 129 or 99%) while fewer of these students admitted 

to liking dogs (112 out of 129 or 95%). 
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Figure 211: Student Survey R(!sults to Question 1 on survcy~[)o You Like or Dislike 
Dogs'! 
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Figure 2b: Student Survey Results to Question 16 on survey· Do You Think Dogs Should or 
Should Not be Allowed on Campus? 

The indisputable majority of students who said they liked dogs highlighted the cross-

generational appeal of dogs in the Swarthmore College community. When asked why 

dogs should be allowed on campus, given a selection of choices, most of the students 

selected "They help create a positive atmosphere" (107 out of 126 or 85%), "They 

provide emotional benefits to members of the campus community" (105 out of 126 or 

83%), "They make the campus more welcoming" (99 out of 126 or 79%), or "They 

provide a diversion for students faculty and staff' (97 out of 126 or 77%). When asked 

why dogs should be banned from campus, given a selection of choices, only one student 

responded and selected "Irresponsible owners leave their dogs' wastes." No naysayers to 

dogs' presence on campus explained their positions by rendering dogs and their 
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characters to be detrimental to humans and to Swarthmore's environment. Considering 

the students' explanations for why dogs should be on campus, it can be proposed that the 

other student who doesn't like dogs (the remaining of2 out of 129 or 1%) may still want 

them around because he or she still appreciates the positive affective power that dogs 

have on the campus grounds-i.e. in "making the campus more welcoming," perhaps 

dogs inevitably provide the college setting with a casual, welcoming and friendly feeling. 

More top choices that the faculty, staff, and students selected to explain why they 

liked dogs were: dogs' "energy" (89 out of 12101' 74% of the students and 86 out of 139 

or 62% ofthe faculty and staff) and dogs' "fllr" (78 out of 121 or 64% of the students and 

48 out of 139 or 35% of the faculty and staff). These selections may guide us nearer to 

an explanation of humans' appreciation of and bond with dogs: it is possible that dogs' 

[llr and energy reinforce the commonly positive relationships built between dogs and 

humans. As discussed earlier, one route to humans' hearts that dogs may inadvertently 

travel involves dogs' kinesthetic appeal. 

Survey respondents-including all students, faculty, and staff-offered a diverse, 

seemingly endless list of reasons for liking dogs. The preponderance of all of the survey 

respondents who accepted dogs-or what Rachel may recognize as 'adapted' to a popular 

species in contemporary societies-further illustrated their views in the space provided 

for comments. The majority of the faculty and staff detailed their partiality for dogs in 

the free response area saying they liked dogs' "companionship" (10 individuals), 

"unconditional love" (10 individuals), "loyalty" (6 individuals) and "aITection" (6 

individuals!). Two individuals mentioned they simply liked "everything" about dogs. 

Shown in their free responses, the students who liked dogs tended to appreciate dogs' 

!3 To arrive at 6 I counted responses which could be summed up by saying affection. 
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"cuteness" (6 individuals) and "companionship" (5 individuals). Two respondents 

appreciated dogs' "weirdness." The faculty, staff and students at Swarthmore College 

realized and appreciated companionship that dogs offer people. 

The most common features that the survey participants mentioned unveiled a 

great deal about general human perceptions of dogs' essences. When asked to explain 

what they liked about dogs-given an option of choices-the most popular reason the 

faculty, staff and students picked was, "I like their character/personalities" (130 out of 

139 or 94% of the faculty and staff and 112 out of 121 or 93% of the students). One 

respondent wrote a notable anecdote in response to this question: "Used to be afraid but 

now I don't mind being around them." This faculty or staff member's perspective is 

important, for it shows that something about dogs can win people over, away from fear or 

dislike. The survey results revealed that, though there may be outliers, peoples' dislike 

for dogs is not so severe that they feel strongly that dogs should be removed from the 

Swarthmore College environment. Further, people may see a unique positive effect dogs 

have on others or on environments and still want the benefits of that atmosphere. 

Just as the survey showed overwhelming support among students, faculty and 

staff for the presence of dogs on campus, all of the interviewees communicated that dogs 

should be allowed on campus. One student [ interviewed, Rachel 14, said, 

I know that some people are afraid or some people don't like them but 
they're going to encounter dogs in the real world too (chuckle)-they need 
to know how to deal with it. 

Considerate of but not quite understanding of the impact that encountering a dog could 

have on fearful or traumatized individuals, Rachel thought banning dogs from campus 

could even inhibit people's adaptation to a common feature in the world. Dogs may be 

14 All names have been changed to protect anonymity. 
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so popular because of the diverse ways they comfort humans. For example, one student 

survey respondent showed some owners may understand they are caring for their dog 

when in tact they are also caring for themselves with this action. The student said-in 

response to a question inspecting the amount of care owners dedicate to their dogs-

"God I snuggle with her a lot," exposing one way that dogs may brighten humans' lives 

even while humans are taking care of the dogs. The village dogs discussed earlier-most 

of whom do not frequently experience affection-reveal that dogs don't need human's 

affection to survive (Coppinger and Coppinger 2001); village dogs indicate that dogs' 

need for affection may be culturally constructed, encouraged by the personal reward of 

coddling dogs. Being "snuggling" buddies is one ofthe many ways that dogs may more 

latently improve humans' lives-by offering humans a kinesthetic comfort. 

Consistent Consolation: The Versatile Ability of Dogs to Provide Comfort 

Dogs appear to fill a hole in people's lives-offering a distinct sense of purpose 

and companionship-that friends and children may not regularly offer other people. 

Historically, dogs have offered a trusting, irreplaceable bond and companionship to their 

human owners. In the past, leaders such as kings, emperors, generals, presidents and 

wealthy entrepreneurs have 

felt isolated [and ... J often worr[ied] about exposing their concerns to 
others for fear that their secrets might be deliberately used against them 
[ ... ] For this reason many people in power have turned to dogs as their 
most intimate companions (Coren 2008, pp. 152-153). 
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This pattern reveals a certain authentic kind of relationship or intimacy that humans can 

recognize in dogs which is "unlike human-human associations [ ... ] free from criticism 

and contingent feelings" (Sanders 1999, p. 22). 

The survey results revealed that currently, people rely upon and find comfort in 

the companionship and unique bond that dogs offer. The incredible majorities-

illustrated in Figures 3a and 3b, bar graphs-of faculty and staff who owned dogs (118 

out of 150 or 79%) and students who have lived with dogs (73 out of 129 or 57%) 

exemplified this kind of bond. 

I"igurc 311: Slud<':T1t Survey Results tu Question .5 011 survey-Have You e\ler Lived 
with a Dog in!L IlollsdlOJd'! 
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Fig,lu'c 3b: Facully/SLHff Survey Results 10 Question 6 on sUfvcy-I-lavl; You evcr Owned n 
Dog'? First, the fact that 

such a large portion of respondents have lived with dogs during their lifetime points to 

the popular embrace of dogs in the Swarthmore College community. Faculty, stafTand 

students who responded that they had lived with a dog at some point in their lives were 

then asked a different set of questions about their relationships with their dogs. The first 

striking finding from this sub-set of survey responses is that a clear majority reported 
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understanding their dog "as a family member" (97 out of 118 or 82% of the faculty and 

staff and 51 out of 73 or 71 % of the students)-seen in the bar graphs, Figures 3c and 

3d. The next most popular response to this question was the view of dogs as "a 

companion animal" (60 out ofl18 or 51 % and 52 out 01'73 or 71 % of the students). 
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Figure 3c: Student Survey Results to Question 13 on survey-How Do YOli Consider 
Your Dog(s)? (You can select more than one option.) 

Figure 3d: Faculty/StaffSurvey Results to Question 13 on survey-How Do You Consider 
Your Dog(s)'! (You cun selec( more than one: option.) 

This demonstrated that dogs have climbed their way up to a higher significance in 

humans' lives by connecting with humans emotionally. Donna Haraway would agree 

that peoples' consideration of their dogs as family members is a much higher ranking 

than as companions. Haraway believes that "companion species rest on contingent 

foundations" (2003, p. 9). The fickle, tentative positionality of a companion species 

essentially holds no comparison to the defInite positionality of a family member. 

Haraway specifies her declaration when she more emphatically projects that "dogs are in 
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an obligatory, constitutive, historical protean relationship with human beings [ ... J dogs 

are about the inescapable, contradictory story of relationships [ ... ]" (2003, pp. 11-12). 

Dogs may be in an inescapable role with humans-always needing to provide some 

service to humans. Yet the historical changes of dogs' particular roles from primarily 

practical to primarily emotional displays the flexibility of the services of1ered by dogs

to fit into humans' lives. Moreover the fact that dogs are more often considered family 

members than companion animals by the faculty and staff indicates that dogs may have 

arrived at the a feature in the flexibility of their services to humans which grants dogs 

greater recognition in the Swarthmore College community. It is important to see that 

dogs were equally appealing to both the students and the faculty or staff members 

surveyed (students-99% responded they like dogs and faculty/staff-97% responded 

they liked dogs). 

The variation that overlays widespread and almost unanimous positive feelings 

towards dogs revealed the nexibility of dogs' affective power to mold into different kinds 

of relationships with people who are at different life stages. Together history, literature 

and the survey responses indicated that dogs-with their plasticity-may behave beyond 

how humans expect animals to behave. The interviewed faculty, staff and students 

showed this by expressing-with their adoring mannerisms while speaking-that they 

were impressed by dogs' consistent affinities to emotions. When considering dogs' 

intelligence Professor Serrano commented that "it just kind of broadens your 

understanding of life in general." The high functioning nature of dogs can clarify certain 

peoples' understanding of life, broadening their conception to consider life on a larger 

scale. Alternatively or in conjunction with the idea that dogs outperform human 
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expectations, the adaptable canine species could behave much like humans behave-the 

ease of a human-dog bond could be in light of like attracting like-and the two species 

could quite naturally form an authentic bond because they both align socially. For 

example, some of the soldier dog handlers in the military portray specific kinds of people 

being compatible with dogs. Apparently, "handlers tend to be type A personalities who, 

by their own admission, ollen get along better with dogs than with people" and handlers 

have exclaimed that they have "'the best job in the world'" (Goodavage 2012, p. 36). 

The irreplaceable bonds between humans and dogs could indicate any combination of 

hypotheses. The closeness achieved by dogs with their owners-facilitated by dogs' 

flexibility-has brought dogs to calm humans through varying situations-an array of 

lives entailed with variable stressors and requiring different considerations. 

Dogs and Human Emotions: Survey Results Signify The Emotional Benefits that 
Dogs Offer Humans 

Based on both the survey results and the interviews, it is apparent that most 

people rely on dogs emotionally. The survey inquired further about humans' 

appreciation of dogs. In order to gain insight into whether dogs are seen as being more 

practically or being more emotionally helpful, the survey asked respondents who liked 

dogs to share how their dogs help them. Respondents revealed their dogs' help by 

selecting from the following options: "Responds to my emotional states," "Improves my 

mood," "Gives me a sense of purpose as a caregiver," "Hunting," "Assistance with 

disability," "Guard property," "Protects me in and outside of house," "Search and 
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rescue," "Other service (therapy, companion dog)," "Other," or "None." Figure 4 

displays the results of all the survey respondents combined in a pie graph. From the 

given set of choices most of the faculty, staff and students (109 out of 118 or 92% of the 

faculty and statI' and 68 out of73 or 93% of the students) selected the choice "Improves 

my mood" while the second most popular choice was "Responds to my emotional state" 

(83 out of 118 or 70% of the faculty and staff and 47 out of73 or 64% of the students). 

Among the least popularly selected options was "hunting" (0% of the faculty and staff 

and 5 out of 72 or 7% of the students). 

Figure 4: Student and Faculty/StaffSurvcy Results to Question R on survey-What 
Practical and/or Emotional Bcnclits Has Your (current or past) Dog(s) Provided? 
(You can select more than one option.) 

The emotional support that dogs bring humans seems to be a driving force of the human-

dog dynamic at Swarthmore. 

The third popular choice, "Gives me a sense of purpose as a caregiver," supports 

this conclusion more latently. This option introduces a more complex emotional need 

being fulfilled: the need to be needed. One study of elderly residents interviewed at their 
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and their dogs' places of living showed that the elderly benefit deeply from their 

interactions with dogs as 

those residents keeping an animal were often much more active, self
conscious, and communicative. The pets kept their owners active and 
occupied; they made them feel needed, and helped them to establish social 
contacts; they enlightened their everyday lives; and they distracted them 
from distressing events (Pallauf et. al 2011, p. 559). 

Indeed this type of need is emotional but it is arguable whether the source that fulfills 

this need for others-dogs-is serving an emotional or practical use. 

Practically Emotional: A Closer Look at the Emotional Benefits Brought by Dogs 

Professor Serrano answered one question in a way which shifled my perception (~[ 

the divisions between practical and emotional. He said, "No (my dogs don't serve a 

practical use j. J mean other than emotional-practical. And you know they haven't been 

working dogs[or us or anything. You know they don't do chores or um. But J guess 

practical could be, you know ... making you happy sort of a practical use. " 

It may be more useful to think of dogs' emotional assistance as, in fact, practical. 

In my design of this study, I initially reflected sharp differentiation between "practical" 

and "emotional." For example, the interview questions I posed made this distinction with 

the question: "Would you say this dog performs any practical roles in your 

life'?" Similarly, the survey distinguished between practical and emotional with one 

question: "What practical and/or emotional benefIts has your (current or past) dog(s) 

provided?" Two possible answer selections to another question-asking "Why do (or 
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did) you spend your time caring for your dog(s)?"-such as: "My dog helps me

practically," and "My dog helps me-emotionally" asserted a division between practical 

and emotional. In the standard-popular-usage, the two concepts of "practical" and 

"emotional" are usually interpreted as two distinct ideas which cannot co-exist-one 

influencing the other. Thus, my research design reflects this standard division. 

Culture's influence on perceptions of emotional and practical is undeniable

beginning this project, it seemed worthwhile to me to compare the emotional benefits to 

the practical benefits brought by dogs. To draw such a comparison, practical and 

emotional needed to be firmly situated as contrasting concepts. In this modern 

capitalistic society, the popular conception of practicality tends to ignore emotions: 

people described as practical are commonly also seen as cold or robotic; practical 

solutions are often understood as more objective, perhaps disregarding controversial 

feelings; practicality is usually synonymous with functionality and thus often prioritized 

over emotions yet contemporary dogs reveal there is a practical need for emotional labor. 

The interviews offered more detailed views into the array of emotional needs that 

dogs fultill for their owners. All seven of the interviewees demonstrated their own 

dit1ering contexts, exemplifying how dogs can mold themselves to complement their 

owners' diverse set of human scenarios. For instance a shy man-Professor Silverman

appreciated how his dog "took the focus off of [him I so [he] became less selt~conscious," 

whereas one of the faculty, two of the staff and one of the student interviewees decorated 

their lives with dogs because "they're calming." Professor Silverman also pointed to his 

dog's ability to lift social pressures and thus help him feel comfort in situations requiring 

extroversion. Mrs. Corio, a vivacious woman who had been taking care of animals her 
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whole life made a comment that seemed related to Professor Silverman's statement when 

she said that her first dog "was my protector." Corio's attribution of "protector" may 

have been a bit more physical than Silverman's but the two individuals highlighted 

difJerent ways in which dogs provided comfort to their owners. Not only are dogs able to 

provide comfort in a range of situations but they can do this in difJerent ways. 

The history of this bond has been explained behaviorally and evolutionarily-

dogs evolved to co-dependently co-exist with humans (Behan 20 II; Coppinger and 

Coppinger 200 I; Sanders I 999)-and the details of the explainations are convincing. 15 It 

is useful to apply a consideration of domesticated dogs in the contemporary United States 

to the idea of co-evolution. Today, many people in the Swarthmore College community 

would survive without dogs by their sides because few need dogs' assistance in hunting 

(0% of the faculty and staff and 5 out of72 or 7% of the students), guarding their 

property (31 out of 118 or 26% of the faculty and staff and 13 out of 72 or 18% of the 

students), or for protection outside of the house (41 out of 118 or 35% of the faculty and 

staff and 25 out of 72 or 34% of the students). There is still a need for dogs though. One 

of the student interviewees who once had a rabbit, Rachel, said 

... dogs are so different. I mean I don't think I would want like a rabbit 
instead ofa dog. I'd be happy to have a rabbit-you know in addition to a 
dog? But I definitely need my dog. 

There is something substantial that dogs offer humans which cannot be replicated with 

other species. Rachel's "need" for a dog pointed to the great value humans place on 

dogs' impact. 

Two other interviewees also highlighted dogs' adaptability-and revealed the 

importance of dogs in doing so. Carios, a student interviewed, explicitly stated partiality 

15 For the extensive details on the proposed co-evolution of humans and dogs see chapter I. 
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towards one pet in order to describe himself but his proceeding anecdotes confused the 

distinction he was trying to establish. Carlos explained that he was "definitely a cat 

person. But I like having dogs. It's comforting and warming." Carlos's experience 

indicated the flexibility of dogs to reach a specific human's needs. Despite having a 

higher fondness for and likeness with cats, Carlos has formed a need for dogs and the 

comfort that they provide. An interviewed staff member, Mrs. Corio, spoke of a similar 

situation when she mentioned that she "was a cat person and [her husband] had been 

putting up with my cats. So it was time for us to get a dog ... and I got used to that"-" 

having dogs" and she's had dogs for about 26 years now. Carlos and Mrs. Corio pointed 

to dogs' ability to bring certain very appreciated elements to the two interviewee's 

lives-seeming to transcend the barriers of popular categorizations. The irreplaceable 

dimensions-i.e. of comfort, companionship and understanding-that dogs bring to 

human contexts is more than appreciated: it is desired. Dogs' functionality in the human 

world is 

[ ... ] truly intriguing about dogs [ ... J how quickly the selection for 
performance of a particular behavior can lead, usually inadvertently, to a 
distinctive new form. That form can carry out that behavior better than 
any other dog (or breed or species) (Coppinger and Coppinger 2001, p. 
25). 

This concept translates perfectly to explain why dogs are relied upon for their emotional 

affects in the Swarthmore College community. This was explicitly demonstrated in three 

instances: Carlos explained, "I'm definitely a cat person ... but I like having dogs"; Mrs. 

Corio reported, "cats don't need you but with my first dog Alex. I came to like how dogs 

need you ... it's beautiful when you come home and everybody is so excited to see you"; 

Rachel-once an owner of a rabbit-admitted, "I don't think I would want a rabbit 
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instead of a dog." Dogs have shown themselves to be loyal and comforting yet 

humans-dog owning and non-dog owning-may not be able to realize that dogs' salient 

emotional assistance to humans improves humans' functionality. But, the centrality of 

the emotional "work" dogs perform for humans in the Swarthmore College community 

points to a new direction-that it is perhaps too hasty to distinguish categories of 

"practical" versus "emotional" needs. 

Mrs. Barry, a staff member interviewed, demonstrated the diverse ways that dogs 

can appease their human counterparts when she told of her life with dogs and when you 

compare her responses to those of Mrs. Corio, another interviewed staff member. Mrs. 

Corio especially liked how dogs "need you" while Mrs. Barry said "one of the nice things 

about dogs is you don't necessarily have to give them a lot of attention." Mrs. Corio 

perfectly exemplified the need to be needed that was mentioned in the previous section of 

this thesis. The two nearly contrasting views of dogs' needs underline the perceptive 

abilities of dogs to understand their owners complemented by their ability to adjust 

accordingly. It could be argued that these two dogs simply have different temperaments 

but Kevin Behan believes that for dogs 

[ ... ] the emotional energy of the group pivots around a common tipping 
point, the source of all feeling [ ... dogs] compose a group mind [with their 
owners]" (2011, p. 110). 

Dogs may be so adaptive to humans that they mold themselves to fit into their human 

owners' lives which could allow the unique human-dog bond-both practically through 

history and emotionally in contemporary societies. 

The research of this study demonstrated that dogs are commonly valued for their 

emotional qualities and effects in the Swarthmore College community. It is possible that 
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the changing dynamics among this society have led to a greater emotional need among 

people. Sanders has observed that "since caretakers [see 1 their dogs as experiencing a 

subjective world in which emotion play[s] a central role, they frequently under[stand] 

their relationships with the animals as revolving around emotional issues," (Sanders 

1999, p. 21) and this could generally explain humans' both appreciation for and negative 

sentiments about dogs. Considering dogs as emotional beings has its pitfalls since "as 

definedly worldless, thoughtless, emotionless, selfless, and planlesss organisms, dogs and 

other companion animals are discounted as viable members of society and authentic 

interactions" (Sanders 1999, p. 141). The popular understanding among Swarthmore 

College community members of dogs as emotionally driven may originate the intellectual 

superiority humans feel over dogs that can justify a disregard for the animals. 

Unfortunately for dogs, contemporary societies value education-intellect, rather 

than emotions as keys to success in the world. For example, in his speech on the 

importance of education in Virginia on the eighth of September 2009, President Barack 

Obama of the U.S. states " ... no matter what you want to do with your life, I guarantee 

that you'll need an education to do it. .. What you make of your education will decide 

nothing less than the future of this country" (2009). Since dogs have little to no role in 

the classroom, education and it's importance guide humans to believe they are superior to 

dogs. Nonetheless, with the increases in technology, human contact and standards of 

communication have constantly been altered or diminished so people can now 

communicate with each other without seeing or touching one another-i.e. text messages, 

emails, instant messages and phone calls. The shifting normal may be a root cause 0 f the 

emotional void felt by people which is conveniently filled by dogs in the modern world. 
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That owners tend to understand dogs as visceral beings does not invalidate the 

emotional experiences owners have with their dogs. It is reasonable, or rather, necessary 

to consider the profound role humans have in the emotional relationships they have with 

their dogs. Consider how Behan offers that "the real reason for the dog in our life is 

emotional. .. because dogs don't and can't think, they do not respond to what their owner 

thinks, sits, or even does; rather, dogs react according to their owner's emotion as a force 

of attraction"(20 II :xxix). Whether or not dogs are run by emotional batteries, their roles 

to humans in contemporary societies have distinctly shifted from offering predominantly 

practical assistance to offering predominantly emotional assistance. 

Considering a Hypothetical: Campus Dog Center Seen by Survey Respondents 

Many of the survey respondents' replies to one particular question I asked-"Do 

you think there should be a center where dogs are always present on campus for students' 

access?"-demonstrated a popular value for (and slight struggle with-which could be a 

result of their experienced cognitive dissonance I 6_) the need or use for dogs as 

emotional buffers. Nearly all of the questions on the survey resulted in clear majorities 

but the near fifty-fifty split on one of the last questions pointed to an interesting contlict 

between emotions and practicality that indicated the emotional importance of dogs and 

the Swarthmore College community's battle with their emotional need. When asked "Do 

you think there should be a center where dogs are always present on campus for students' 

access?" students' feedback was virtually split in half between "should" and "should 

not"-with a slight majority choosing "should" (69 out of 127 or 54% of the students 

16 See page seven, footnote three for definition. 
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chose "should" vs. 58 out of 127 or 46% of the students chose "should not")-see the bar 

graph in Figure 4. The students' selections of "should" vs. "should not" could reveal a 

simple fact that students are equally for or against the creation of a dog center on campus 

but results to previous questions indicated otherwise. As indicated by the survey 

respondents' comments, many students appreciated the emotional role that dogs have 

come to provide for humans. 

Many of those who were pro-dog center chose to mention the psychological 

benefits of having a dog center on campus whereas many of those who were anti-dog 

center opted to explain the impracticality of a center. Among those against such a center, 

respondents wrote comments like: "I don't think it's practical;" "What a waste of 

money;" "Seems like a lot of money for very little benefit;" "There's probably a better 

way to use that money, but I'm not opposed to the idea of it;" "Doesn't seem practical, 

though I would appreciate it if it were available;" and "As much as it sounds like an idea 

which I'd like, it's an extra expense that the college really doesn't need." The last few 

comments highlighted the inner cont1ict-of several students trying to weigh emotional 

benefits compared to logistics and expense-which may have resulted in a prioritization 

of practicality-yet those students had ultimately chosen "should not." It is possible that 

the survey respondents who responded "should not" considered the negative aspects of a 

dog center-i.e. the beauracratization and thus removed individuality 17 ofthe comfort 

dogs provide to humans or the objectitication of dogs. More importantly though the 

student survey respondents in favor of a dog center on campus indicated the strength of 

!7Later in this chapter, I will briefly discuss how four of the interviewees mentioned the importance of the 
individuality of dogs and their relationships with dogs. 
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the emotional connection created in the contemporary human-dog dynamic within the 

Swarthmore College community. 

Overall, the faculty and staff survey responses were similar to the students' 

survey results. Specifically, in response to the question about the dog center the faculty 

and staff were also more or less divided in half between pro- and anti-dog center 

respondents. In response to the question, "Do you think there should or should not be a 

center where dogs are always present on campus for students' access?" 66 out of 140 or 

47% of the faculty and staff responded "should" whereas 74 out of 140 or 53% of the 

faculty and staff chose "should not"--shown in Figure 4. 

Should (can 
eXI)lain) 

Should not 
(can 

explain) 

Figure 4: Student and Faculty/StaJTSurvcy Results to Qucstion21 on survey-Do YOLI 
Think There Should or Should Not Be a Center where Dogs Arc Always Present on 
Campus t{)I" Students' Access? 

This outcome would echo the students' near 50150 results if not for the slight majority 

choosing "should not." The following are a few examples of the pro-center comments 

survey respondents elected to write: "It would really help students' mental health to have 

regular dependable access to dogs;" "CAPS 18 might want to consider pet therapy;" and 

"Well-behaved dogs have a relaxing, calming effect on people, and our students could 

!8 CAPS is the acronym for Counseling and Psychological Services, a counseling service at Swarthmore 
College offered to students, parents, faculty and staff' at or connected to the school. 
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certainly profit from that." Those who wrote comments to explain their pro-position 

tended to underline the mental health benefits the center could bring the students while 

the explanations for anti-positions seemed to ignore the emotional aspects of a dog 

center. 

The respondents who wrote in comments to explain their "should not" choice 

expressed their reasoning in strikingly similar statements to those of student respondents. 

Some of the comments were as follows: "Not sure ... this seems really impractical;" "It's a 

nice idea, but I'm not sure it's worth the cost if there are dogs around campus anyhow;" 

"There are bettcr ways to expcnd those resources;" "It sounds like a neat idea, but the 

logistics seem impractical;" "That would be way too much work and liability;" and 

"Sounds expensive." The first few comments demonstrated that the same cognitive 

dissonance of the students-the struggle between emotional benefit and practicality 

resulting in prioritization oflogistics l9-was present among the faculty and staff survey 

respondents. Again the more pressing finding grows from the respondents who favored a 

dog center on campus: these respondents signitied the popularity of the strong emotional 

bond formed between dogs and humans in contemporary society. 

Hypothetical from Aflother Aflgle: Campus Dog Ceflter Seefl by the Iflterviewees 

Each of the students interviewed about their experiences walking professors' dogs 

around campus thematically cherished the emotional bonds they made with the dogs. 

They also both thematically tied their entire sessions together with cognitive 

19 See page 54. 
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dissonance?O After raving about the special bonds and feelings that dogs bring to them 

throughout the interview, each interviewee struggled-to different extents-to construct 

an unwavering opinion of whether or not there should be a center on campus where dogs 

are always present for students' access. This struggle portrayed the existence of both an 

emotional importance of dogs in humans' lives and of society's discomfort with their 

emotional need, or vulnerability. Ultimately though, the interviewees exposed that-in 

the Swarthmore College community-there is an emotional vulnerability in humans that 

is 0 ften ameliorated by dogs. 

Carlos tried to express a firm, objective pro-or neutral-center judgment yet 

consideration of his interview holistically would unveil his emphatic pro-center opinion 

that revealed an important desire for the emotional comfort provided by dogs. Below is 

the relevant excerpt from the transcript with Carlos beginning a few seconds into his 

. . b d 21 response to my mqlllry a out a og center. 

Carlos: so I-I mean ... the idea of that's very nice. I guess though for me 
personally that's not something I'd probably even use because I would 
rather have a relationship with a specific dog than just going somewhere 
where there are dogs. But do you know Kevin Stalett? Yeah he would go 
to the pet store on Baltimore Pike and just like play with-and they knew 
him there. And he would go because you know they're obviously happy 
to have people just play with the puppies cause they-and he would just go 
play with puppies often. Um but I mean I like puppies and that's fun. But 
for me, I'd much rather have a relationship with the dog so I guess I 
would-I don't think I would actually take advantage of that as much. 
MD: Alright. And so maybe because there is a place on the Pike that 
could function as that kind of a center instead? 
Carlos: Well I mean lor other people it-[ don't feel like [ would be the 
one to-it's kind of like the sorority. I'm not going to interact with that at 
all so I'm not going to tell you that you can't do it. But I'm not going to 
help you make decisions because it doesn't really involve me. So I think 
it's the same kind of thing with this is. That also it's like what it is all the 
time. [s all the time ... three in the morning too? (chuckle) 

20 See page seven, footnote three for definition of cognitive dissonance. 
2J MO are initials used to represent the interviewer, me. 
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MD: I don't know. I'm leaving soon so I'm not planning on doing this 
(chuckle) 
Carlos: But it's an interesting idea definitely needs more thought. 

Carlos made his ultimate decision after distancing himself and his experiences from the 

question, apparently trying to make the most informed and considerate opinion. 

Interestingly, his enthusiastic anecdotes-which confessed the emotional uplift that a dog 

has brought him-overwhelm this more passive opinion. Below are a few excerpts from 

Carlos's transcripts evidencing his enthusiasm for dogs. 

But so it just started with she-the professor I think I just kind of expressed 
interest in seeing Frankie more and she was like, "OK well you know if 
you wanna take her for a walk that'd be-like I'm sure she would love 
that." And then it turned into once a week and then as my schedule turned 
into junior year having fewer class time I didn't have-I used to have 
Arabic five times a week. So I didn't have class every single day it was 
more possible to walk the dog-walk Frankie more than once a week. 

Carlos' growing commitment to walk Frankie emphasized how profoundly rewarding 

walking her was for Carlos. While contemplating the stress of training for cross-country, 

upon my questioning, he mentioned 

... the training is intense enough that it has its own kind of stress. And so 
it's nice that it definitely removes or I get a break from-from studying and 
ft'om thinking about my thesis or thinking about like school work. But it 
also brings in a new kind of stress in doing a workout and thinking about 
my race. And so it's not like whereas walking a dog was like there was no 
stress involved in that. .. 

Carlos chose to walk Frankie as much as possible because the dog was able to pacify him 

better than other extracurricular activities. Eventually Carlos was eager to express the 

rewards of walking with Frankie. 

" .and it was the best part. Well one, walking the dog was the best but the 
other best part like almost more so is that even when I wasn't walking the 
dog-if [ was just walking to class-if I saw Frankie all the way across Mertz 
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Field22 or across the Science Center quad she would see me and start 
pulling on the leash. So it made me feel good that it wasn't just like, "oh 
you're walking me so I like you right now." It was like I actually like had 
built a relationship with the dog and it made me feel good. 

Carlos' relationship with Frankie may have felt extremely rewarding because Frankie not 

only eased Carlos' stress but she showed Carlos that she looked forward to their 

interactions. The co-dependency, the mutuality of the relationship between Carlos and 

Frankie-which Carlos felt-further incentivized Carlos to see Frankie. Carlos 

exemplifies the importance of the emotional connection that fashions between humans 

and dogs when the two species form a relationship. Dogs' emotional roles in the 

Swarthmore College community facilitate the strong bond dogs make with humans. 

Another interviewed student, Rachel, acted similarly to Carlos in her interview. 

Rachel's overall response attempted to marginalize the strong emotional benefits that 

dogs have brought her, in her analysis of a dog center. Below is selected text from her 

response to the question asking for her opinion about a campus dog center. 

... I think I'd love it if more professors would bring their dogs in. I think 
the students that want to see dogs find ways to see the dogs. Um ... but I 
am incredibly grateful to like-you know the couple of people that I know 
that always have their dogs here. At the bookstore Jane and Bobby are 
always here. And like Bo is pretty consistently here. There's a 
Philosophy Professor who has this little cute German Shepherd puppy ... 
um yeah so I mean it would be-I mean I would love if there was a center 
for dogs on campus but I don't think it's necessary ... or just how you 
never know how well the dogs are going to get along together just. .. 

Rachel demonstrated her difficulty with denying the importance of the emotional 

benefits dogs have allowed her and only articulated a position against the 

hypothetical dog center after she stopped considering her personal experiences 

with dogs. 

22 Mertz Field is a large field at the bottom of camp liS, separating two sides of the college ground-see 
Figure B for labeled campus map. 
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Both Rachel and Carlos projected the benefits of a dog center as being essentially 

emotional, but set aside emotions after thorough consideration of the practical dit1iculties 

of such a center dampened their visceral reactions. This may be a result of the 

intellectual world in which they are immersed which has led them through Swarthmore 

College-surrounded in an environment which prioritizes logic and the mind.23 Or 

perhaps the students are impacted by the values of the United States-a capitalistic, 

McDonaidized24 country which glorifies efficiency for functionality. Their thought 

processes indicate the students' battle in weighing the importance of their personal 

experiences with dogs in context with two culturally prevalent ideas: the separation of 

practicality and emotions and deification of practicality. It is important to see that the 

emotional benefits brought by dogs were both salient to these students and instantly 

thought of when they rel1ected on their personal experiences with and opinions of dogs. 

The four faculty and stafT interviewees each ofTered considerable rationales to 

have a dog center on campus. For this reason the four interviews added interesting 

dimensions to the choice for or against having a dog center. It's very likely that by 

choosing to interview dog owners, the interview responses are all predictably biased with 

pro-dog sentiments. Moreover, the four responses may indicate that there is less struggle 

in deciding on a dog center when decisions are based on emotions than there is when they 

are based on pragmatics-which may oppose one's emotions felt with dogs. Together 

23 The mind has also conventionally been separated from emotions, feelings, the body. Things have slowly 
been shifting in that regard as more people are coming to embrace the mind-body connection, particularly 
psychology tends to emphasize this connection. 
2,1 McDonaldized refers to the common McDonaldization which occurs in the United States, a 
transformation of humble businesses into dehumanizing and domineering big box stores in honor of 
efficiency, predictability and profitability (Ritzer, 2004). 
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the different reasons to have a campus dog center displayed a snapshot of the extcnt of 

dogs' emotional assistance to humans. 

One staff member, Mrs. Barry, showed no real struggle in her decision about a 

dog center. She thought a dog center was "a wonderful idea" because 

there's probably many dogs that would you know-it would kind of be like 
doggy day care for them but yet it would be a way for people just to take a 
time out and go bond with an animal. I think that's very 
important... Whether it's your dog or not just to go over and be with the 
dog for a few minutes a day would probably help with stress levels and 
attention span and yeah. I know I've heard so many positive things from 
students about during finals week when different staff members bring their 
pets in so you can kind of have a pet night. Which I'm sure it's-like I said 
I didn't really have pets growing up so when I went away to college I 
didn't have a pet to miss. But I can imagine that that must be a very hard 
thing. On the animal and on the student. 

When deciding whether or not there should be a dog center on campus, Mrs. Barry 

revealed the deep consideration behind her choice. She instantly tried to empathize with 

the people who'd be most affected by a center, the students. In doing so, Mrs. Barry 

revealed a point-unmentioned in the survey results and most of the other interviews of 

the faculty and staff-supporting her position: not only could a center relieve students of 

stress but it could fill a profound gap for students missing their animals. Further, Mrs. 

Barry pointed to the mutual nature of the bond between humans and dogs when she noted 

that a student's departure from home would be hard for the dog in addition to being 

difficult for the student. Mrs. Barry effortlessly proposed all of the reasons in support of 

a dog center-all of which sprung from a consideration of the emotions behind the 

human-dog bond. 
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Mrs. Corio, the other staff member interviewed, remained pro-dog center but 

displayed some ambivalence in her response when considering the logistics of a dog 

center. She responded saying, 

I think that's a very good idea, I've heard of that. They do that now at 
nursing homes. It's therapeutic. They're therapy dogs. And they can just 
be anybody's dogs. The problem is sometimes people have aggressive 
dogs and they're not willing to admit it so you'd have to be careful that 
nobody brought an aggressive dog. Not even an aggressive to humans but 
aggressive to other dogs, that's a concern. But, no I think that would be 
adorable. To have a place where people could go just to pet and be with a 
dog. Be with an animal. .. It's calming. They're calming or it brings out 
the children in people and sometimes that's necessary to act like a child 
once in a while and just get dirty with the dogs. You know I-yeah ... 1 like 
the idea. I've never heard it done in school. Like I said it's usually with 
children like in a library, or a nursing home, or senior center. They bring 
in dogs. 

Mrs. Corio's doubts were incited by her consideration of the logistical plausibility ofa 

campus dog center but she stood by her initial-pro-center position. She supported her 

position with references of other public locations that utilize dogs for the emotional 

comfort they provide to humans. Mrs. Corio revealed little to no struggle-though still a 

little more struggle than Mrs. Barry-in coming to her emotionally inspired pro-center 

position. 

In defending her position, Mrs. Corio mentioned the relaxing power of dogs and 

she offered examples of other places that have their renditions of a dog center: nursing 

homes and libraries. Therapy dogs have been used to calm young and old populations, 

two groups that share obvious differences-i.e. age and consequent developmental 

stage-and striking similarities-notably a lack of independence (Aronson and 

Helmreich 20 12). Yet therapy dogs have shown to help the generations between the 

extremes of old and young ages. For instance, the military utilizes "specially trained 
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stress-therapy dogs, notably Labrador retrievers, to help deployed soldiers relax and cope 

better with the stress they endure" (Goodavage 2012, p. 206). Cancer patients and 

diabetes patients also utilize dogs to sniff out tumors or irregular blood sugar levels in 

their owners and many ill owners become closer to their dogs than any other being-even 

relatives or loved ones (Coppinger and Coppinger 200 I). These uses of dogs to modulate 

mental and physical health reveals a practical dependence, accompanied by an emotional 

reliance, of humans on dogs. All these scenarios-the United States government 

acknowledging the healing powers of dogs in emotionally damaged soldiers; terminally 

ill people choosing to rely on their dogs for emotional and physical support rather than 

regulating their lives independently-may hint toward a nationally shifting understanding 

of dogs' emotional significance in contemporary human society. 

With unbridled enthusiasm, Professor Silverman applied his personal 

understanding of dogs' impact on emotions to his opinion of the hypothetical dog center. 

He exclaimed, 

it'd be awesome to have a sort of day care thing on campus. Where 
students are watching over it and students can come play with the dogs in 
their free time and they could walk the dogs and that would help faculty. 
They do the pet parlour thing25 usually around exam time where faculty 
bring their ... dogs on campus urn in the evening when people are studying. 
It's like a study break but I think it does help. It just helps students feel 
happy when they're around them and I think it might be a stress relief for 
them. So it would be kinda cool to have a little dog corner of campus 
where faculty could bring their dogs and students could be running it and 
they could just go visit the dogs during the day and in their free time. That 
would be awesome. Cause so many faculty take their dogs to Barker 
Lounge, which is a daycare place for the dog. It's not caged. It's like play 
pens where they play with each other the whole time and it's run mostly 
by young kids. There's a woman who owns it who's older but all the 
people who work there are young. And I could see doing something like 
that on campus would be really kind of neat. So I think a lot of students 

25 Pet Parlollr is when members of the faculty and staff bring in their dogs to a lounge in the main building on campus one day during finals for the students to come visit. 
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that miss their dogs would really get a lot out 0 f that and there could be 

some paid positions like work study stuff. But it could also be more like 

an informal thing where students can come and interact with the dogs. 

That'd be neat. I don't know if that's going to ever happen but that'd be a 

good idea. Cause it's a good-the other thing is-they're really good about

for people to socialize-get people together so that...it creates ... a social 

network. 

Professor Silverman offered several justifications for a campus dog center which 

targeted the practicality of a center. That he mentioned both the emotional and 

the social-inherently practical-benefits of a center revealed his consideration of 

having a center from varying angles. Like Mrs. Barry, Professor Silverman even 

empathized with students who would miss their dogs while away from home. 

That Professor Silverman responded quite instantly and that he mentioned the 

emotional benefits of a center first may highlight the ease offorming a pro-dog 

center position which ensued contemplation of the emotional benelits dogs bring 

to humans. 

Showing the opposite thought process of the aforementioned faculty and 

staff interviewees, Professor Serrano established his view of a campus dog center 

with more skepticism leading to an ultimately pro-center position. Professor 

Serrano laughingly said, 

in your little fantasy world (laugh)? The dog visitor center. I don't know 

if there should be-but it might be kind offun ... We used to go to the mall 

pet store when I was in college and play with the puppies there cause-not 

cause we were going to buy it. And they didn't seem to mind because 

they thought it was good that the puppies were handled. I'm not sure 

where these dogs are coming from for the dog center but if they're 

dedicated dogs for letting students fondle them maybe that's not so-I heard 

that at Penn State they had the SPCA that brought in-like pound puppies 

and people waited in line for three hours to spend some time with the 

puppies. I guess that's something that could happen that they could 

arrange for the local shelters to bring their dogs to campus so that they 
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could be socialized a little bit or have-but then you worry about them 
biting people .. .! guess if they're puppies it's probably not so dangerous. 

Doubts laced Professor Serrano's train of thought: doubt that a center would be needed 

and doubt that a center would be safe. I-lis last doubt-latently expressed, that students 

would use the center-tapped into anecdotal and more empirical, emotional evidence 

supporting the implementation of a campus dog center. Contemplation of the factual 

student turnout to the SPCA's visit at Penn State, aside from revealing that a dog center 

would be utilized on campus, sprouted a practical resolution to Professor Serrano's doubt 

of safety-puppies would be safe. This man's perceptions of a dog center may act as an 

example of the extra steps taken towards-and therefore greater difficulty in-deciding 

on a campus dog center when practicality is paramount and his position on a center was 

mostly supported by his examples of some emotional benefits dogs bring humans in their 

relations. 

Altogether the interviewed students, taculty and staff members provided an array 

of reasons the campus could be bettered by a dog center for students' access. The various 

differing points that each of the interviewees proposed were mostly presented as their 

personal observations but there is literature and research supporting their points (Behan 

20 II; Sanders 1999; Coren 2008; Coppinger and Coppinger 200 I). Mrs. Corio, Mrs. 

Barry and Professor Silverman dove into their opinions of a campus dog center, first 

considering the emotional benetits brought by dogs and their feedback seemed to be 

effortless. The emotional power of dogs-the emotional rewards dogs bestow upon their 

owners-could be so salient that it naturally supersedes any other consideration of a dog 

center. Professor Serrrano struggled more than the three other interviewees to arrive at a 

definitive opinion of the dog center but he came to his opinion after considering the 
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emotional affect of dogs. [n his reasoning, he revealed that a dog center would both 

enhance students' moods and it would be practical. In doing this, the faculty member 

may have also revealed the pervasive power of dogs-with their positive emotional 

influences--to meld emotionally and logically motivated behavior. 

The human-dog dynamic is deeply rooted in emotions-both of the human and 

the dog-and it has proven to enhance the lives of diverse populations the Swarhmore 

College community. When considering dogs' impact on their lives and environments, the 

interviewed students, faculty and staff most commonly pointed to the stress relict: the 

comfort to students missing their dogs and the joy that dogs bring individuals. Allowing 

greater insight into dogs' ability to reduce peoples' stress, the interviewees also 

thematically spoke of dogs' ability to-more than distract, in t~lct-remove people from 

their present reality; dogs tend to guide people away from considering the various 

constant stimuli in their lives and towards a less complicated zone where they can enjoy 

clear, uninterrupted thought. One faculty member, one staff member and both of the 

student interviewees favored the individuality of each relationship formed between them 

and each dog for which they have cared. This preference revealed a common human 

appreciation for dogs' personable nature which contributes to the strong emotional bond 

formed between dogs and humans in the Swalthmore College community. The feedback 

of the survey and interview participants exemplified how the companion dog is more 

popular than the working dog in Swarthmore College community and this suggests a 

greater emotional need in contemporary society-a need which many may struggle to 

accept-·that dogs perfectly fulfill. People still resort to dogs for practical duties but the 

emotional bond formed between the dogs and humans involved may be more significant 
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than the tasks the dogs complete. Further, as the next chapter will explore, peoples' 

perceptions and recognition of how dogs function are often impacted by the emotional 

experiences that arise from the human-dog bond. 
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Chapter 3 

Differing Dog Duties: 

Consideration of the Working Dog and the Logistics Behind Dog Ownership 

"The stOlY goes that the universe is run by two simple things, a prime mover and a 
coyote ... 'J 

-Toby Barlow Sharp Teeth 2008, p.I72-3 

"Guide dogs/br visually impaired and other assistance animals/i)r the physically 

challenged are contemporary examples (If the way in which companion animals act as 

direct extensions of the human's physical self"--Clinton Sanders, Understanding Dogs 

1999, p. 12 

The survey results and interviews discussed in chapter two demonstrate the 

popularity of dogs used in the household as emotional support. Relationships between 

humans and dogs among members of the Swarthmore College community have shifted so 

owners embrace the emotional benefits brought by dogs-regardless of their perceptions 

of dogs' communicative skills. Some believe that studying dogs further may bring 

humans closer to defining key foundations of living beings (Behan 20 II; Hare and 

Tomasello 1999). The previous chapter inspected the more common relationship 

between dogs and humans by looking at peoples' interactions with domestic dogs in the 

Swarthmore College community. It became clear that dogs typically help their owners in 

ways that transcend the divide between emotional and practical thereby fusing the two 

concepts. The survey and interview responses also highlighted some interesting aspects 

of people's perceptions surrounding dogs-their intellectual and emotional capacities, 

how humans best bond with dogs-which will be explored in this chapter. Through the 
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emotional benefits they provide to their owners in the Swarthmore College community, 

dogs facilitate the level-headedness required of their owners to behave more functionally. 

Although the vast majority of the Swarthmore campus community values dogs for 

their emotional bonding abilities rather than for the work they carry out, the 

contemporary U.S. continues to create a wide and growing range of new jobs and 

practical roles for dogs. As discussed in chapter one, humans have historically made use 

of dogs' innate abilities-such as their superior sense of smell and their powerful, lethal 

jaws (Goodavage 2012)-to help with strictly practical tasks. The dogs selected for their 

capacities display a salient intelligence while performing their given tasks. For instance, 

dogs trained to help soldiers in war must make vital decisions such as those required in 

sniffing out a bomb while simultaneously avoiding setting orfthat bomb (Goodavage 

2012). In order to accomplish such delicate and precise tasks, dogs must remember their 

training and remain focused. A particularly interesting illustration of dogs' skills and 

wits is found in a seeing-eye dog-who works to guide a visually impaired human 

through Ii fe, acting as a guardian and thus managing his or her canine instincts in a 

fashioned way. 

Seeing-eye dogs, military dogs, peanut snifting, fire sniffing and drug snifting 

dogs are some examples of the new roles being created for working dogs in contemporary 

society (Coppinger and Coppinger 2001; Coren 2008). Dogs have truly conformed to 

humans' demands, something that is likely a basis for the tight bond between the two 

species. In the contemporary United States, dogs maintain many practical roles for 

critical duties that require high levels of intelligence and refined training (Coppinger and 

Coppinger 2001; Goodavage 2012; Sanders 1999). 
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Revealing less emphasis on training, the survey respondents and interviewees in 

this study revealed the amount and type of care owners-who see admirable intelligences 

in their dogs-tend to offer domestic dogs in the Swarthmore College community. The 

interviewees acted as exemplars of what literature has cited as a common assignment of 

personhood to dogs among humans (Shir-Vertesh 2012) and this may clarify the value 

people often ascribe to their dogs. In sum, there are some circles in which there is a great 

deal of recognition of dogs' competence. One of the most interesting examples of unique 

relationships between dogs and their owners-that can be found on Swarthmore's 

campus-is that of a blind student, Connor. His seeing-eye dog demonstrates how the 

more time shared between dogs and their owners, dogs' abilities to learn about and 

cooperate with their owners increase. Connor first lost eyesight in his left eye when he 

was in high school-due to a degenerative disease effecting his eyes-and has gradually 

become entirely blind since then. Connor spoke enthusiastically about his relationship 

with his seeing-eye dog, Gunnner in a conversation which I share below. 

An Eye (and Tail) for An Eye: Connor's Seeing Eye-Dog 

Connor and His Dog Gunner 

At lOin the morning on a Saturday in Februwy, 1 waited in Parrish Parlours'" jbr 

Connor to meet with mefor our interview. Led by his dog Gunner, Connor soon came hurriedly 

down the main stairs of the building. He wore blackjeans and a black sweater that day, both of 

which were decorated with Gunner '.I' short golden-yellow jiif' in locations indicating that Connor 

had just been hugging Gunner. During our interview Connor said" ... He jills so many different 

26 Parrish Parlours are two lounge areas on the tlrst floor of Swarthmore College's main, administrative 
building Parrish; see Figure B for campus map with labels. 
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relationship categories. He's like my son, my little brother; he's like my best Fiend; he's my 

conltant companion; he '.I' my roommate. He 'sjust so many things to me! And he's my dog! And 

he's my guide and he's probably saved my life, I would imagine, a couple of times maybe. And 

that he '.I' just (chuckle) stopped me Fom running into a sign post! And severely injuring myselfat 

least. " 

Dorothy Harrison Eustis founded the Seeing Eye as the first guide dog school 

in the United States in 1929 (Mink 1999). Eager to spend time talking about his seeing-

eye dog, Connor's response to the first question asked of him richly filled the first ten 

minutes of his interview. Upon request, he recalled the changes that Gunner had brought 

into his life on and off campus. He started with a brief but telling description of his life 

on campus without Gunner. See Figure G, a campus map to visualize Connor's 

descriptions. 

I came to campus as a freshman using a white cane ... 1 had a chance to 
come on campus before the start of school. But even with that added 
benefit I really struggled to get around campus sometimes with my cane 
because there are just so many different strange junctions-paths convolved 
into really strange geometries. And it was very easy to get lost...l would 
often need to get over to I-licks HaIl27 or the Science Center28 or Martin 
Labs29 during my freshman year. And I would come late-j ust go down the 
wrong path and I'd end up at PapazianJO or-and I'djust have no idea how 
to get to the right building ... And it would just be really really frustrating 
and it would just take me a lot longer sometimes to get to places ... So it 
was a lot more stressful. 

Connor's lite without the assistance of a dog was inhibitory: confusing, stressful and 

unmanageable. Evidenced by his speech tempo, voice and posture he-temporarily-

27 The building mainly for Engineering 
28 The building mainly for hard sciences 
29 The building mainly for Biology labs 
30 The building mainly for Psychology 
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became stressed when conveying these details. Dissatisfied with his circumstances, 

Connor began to consider solutions to his navigational troubles: 

... by the end or my freshman fall semester I thought, "You know I don't 
have any major problems with my cane, but I feel like my life could be 
even better if! had a seeing-eye dog." ... and so after I got Gunner and 
after I came back to campus we started learning some of the paths 
together. And right away I noticed immediate difference. I could just run 
right down the main path from the Rose Garden turn around) I to the 
Science Center! I could just go a mile a minute and it was so 
empowering; it was just remarkable. It's hard for me to remember what it 
was like to use a cane now. And just being able to go at the speed I 
wanted to without feeling limited in any way! Was just beyond words. 

31 The path through the Rose Garden on campus 
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Most immediately remarkable to Connor was the freedom brought by his seeing-eye dog 

of traveling quickly and more efficiently. Gunner removed a considerable burden off of 

Connor's shoulders by allowing speed to his pace and in doing so Gunner strengthened 

Connor's self image-a concept which strongly correlates with one's emotions. Since 

"the changes in emotions [are 1 systematically related to changes in self-regulated learning 

strategies and achievement" (Kuyper et al. 2013, p. 158), this aid that Gunner has offered 

Connor was perfect for him, a young man in college. Connor's circumstance perfectly 

illustrated an instance where the working dog helps the owner practically and 

simultaneously comforts the owner to emotional stability. Connor detailed the practical 

benefits Gunner has brought him which enhance his functionality by discussing Gunner's 

help in navigating the dining hall: 

... I began to realize the other ways that he could just help me in such an 
incredible way. After we learned the route through Sharples [ could get 
around there so much more easily ... Once I got out of the serving area I 
couldn't find the water! I'd always have to ask someone".And so it just 
was so hard to get around SharplesJ2 with my cane in summary. And then 
Gunner and I worked on memorizing some of the routes. And [ said, 
"Within two weeks [ could immediately see how it was helping 
me."" .And this is really incredible for me. As soon as we come out of the 
exit of that serving area Gunner takes me straight to the water cooler
takes me to the very same spot every time without fail. I just pull out my 
cup, hit a button and I have my water right away. I don't need to ask 
anyone cause I know exactly where it is. And it's-I can just grab a seat 
and it's just so incredible! I could never have done this with a cane. 

In another setting--Sharples--Gunner has provided Connor with a competence and thus 

allowed him ease and reduced his stress that revolved around fulfilling a fundamental 

human need: to eat. After describing the improvements in his eating process, Connor 

elaborated on an element that Gunner has introduced-speed and efficiency in his 

travelling around campus-consequently revealing this is most pervasive to him: 

32 The dining hall on campus; see Figure B for location on campus. 
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... we worked on tinding some of the paths that had previously been 
hidden to me with my cane. Gunner just made me realize, "Oh I've gotta 
go there!" ... And it was just so cool! So before if! was running a little late 
for a Science related class ... it would just be a really inefficient route for 
me to take. And now I can just run ... And I can do it now with Gunner in 
probably a third of the time it would have taken me to do it with my cane. 
And that's no exaggeration ... And I think yesterday I had a Psychology 
class I was a little short on time to get to. And so Gunner just ran down 
the stairs .. '! think we got there in two to three minutes! Yeah I can run 
now! I feel so great and so ... he has made such a remarkably powerful 
difference in my life. And I am very grateful to him for that. 

Every word spoken by Connor in his answer was infused with admiration and 

appreciation for Gunner and the intelligence he constantly demonstrated. At the times 

Connor verbally strayed from focus, the sentiments of a newfound freedom, 

independence and efficiency resonated with him---visible through his consistent 

astonished smile. Not unlike the others interviewed, Connor has felt stress relief from his 

dog; unique compared to all the interviewees is the profound empowerment this dog has 

allowed Connor. This empowerment may also be unique within the blind community, for 

Clinton Sanders reports that "it is important to realize that the guide dog training setting 

[was 1 fairly unique and that the trainer and owner interactions with guide dogs [were] 

relatively rare [in 1998]. There [were 1 fewer than twenty guide dog training programs in 

the United States [in 1998]" (Sanders 1999, p. 89). There are several reasons that could 

explain this deficit but it is more fitting for the intention of this thesis to focus on what 

has helped build the bond between Connor and Gunner: a dog's intellectual and 

emotional capacities. Rare as Connor's bond with Gunner may be, it remains notable as 

a consideration of dogs' abilities. 

The thousands of years-old partnership between humans and dogs has led to 

fascinating dynamics between the two species that highlight their cooperation. The role 
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of the seeing-eye dog is unmatched in its complexity as it is " ... uniquely interdependent, 

communicative and emotionally binding ... "(Sanders 1999, p. 56) and 

dependence on the animal's abilities, together with the almost constant 
interaction between the guide and the user, imbues this relationship with 
an intensity and emotional strength that significantly sets it apart from 
'ordinary' human associations with dogs (Sanders 1999, p. 39). 

Even though seeing-eye dogs may be able to provide life-altering help to visually 

impaired humans, "as of the mid-1980s only from 1 to 3 percent of visually handicapped 

people owned or had interest in using guide dogs" (Sanders 1999, p. 89). A small 

proportion of the human population benefits from some of the irreplaceable gifts brought 

from human-dog connections. Connor's uplifting stories explained why the lack of guide 

dogs in society is unfortunate. 

Connor's relationship with Gunner beautifully illustrated the astonishing 

companionship between dogs and humans that few have had the chance to experience. 

For example, even though Connor is blind, he said if Gunner "is uncertain of something 

[he will] walk kind of slowly-you know-tilt his head up and look at me." Gunner 

demonstrated knowledge of a key aspect of human interaction: that eye contact is often 

key when resolving issues. Connor explained that Gunner's responses are effective 

because" I can sense these things through the harness just because I've been working 

with [Gunner] long enough so ifhe moves his head I can tell ... " Both Connor's 

perceptive ability and Gunner's understanding of human communication-which 

showcased a bit of dogs' social intelligence-facilitated the unique synchronization of 

Connor and Gunner and effectively heightened Gunner's role in Connor's life. 
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Differing Views of Dogs' IQs: Survey Participants' and Interviewees' Perspectives 

on Dogs' Intelligence 

Connor has experienced everyday the utmost intelligence of a dog-something to 

which most people in contemporary United States societies may not be exposed. For 

instance, in order to protect Connor, keep him on paths and prevent him from crashing 

into barriers around campus, Gunner must disobey Connor's hazardous commands, 

exercising "intelligent disobedience" by " ... sizing up the situation and recognizing the 

danger. .. " (Sauders 1999, p. 89). Connor showed he had felt and recognized the reliable 

intelligence of Gunner when he said, " ... dogs are really smart...! think [it's] pretty 

impressive ... they are very intelligent..." The other interviewees all agreed in their own 

ways that dogs show a kind of intelligence. Dogs' intelligences may fortify the bond 

formed between humans and dogs, yet interestingly dog owners do not always see the 

important intelligences in their dogs. 

Most student, faculty and staff survey respondents indicated they thought that 

dogs had intelligence but functioned more instinctively than intellectually (48 out of 129 

or 37% of the students and 58 out of 146 or 40% of the faculty and staff)-illustrated in 

the bar graph in Figure S. Contemporary dogs in the Swatihmore College community 

are fully domesticated, living in the home of their human owner and are not asked to 

exercise their best cognitive and communicational skills-within the dogs' capacities. 

Today dogs' predominant new emotional roles may overshadow their intelligences even 

though they are displayed when dogs perform practical functions they still are asked to 

perform. 
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A) Dogs have intelligence similar to young 
children 

B) Dogs respond instinctively 

Both A and B1 equally 

Both A and 8, A more than B 

Both A and B, B more than A 

Dogs' intelligence is not similar in anyway 
to humans· 

other 

Figure 5: Student and Faculty/Slllff Survey Results to Question 24 on survcy-PleHsc 
Indicate How You Think Dogs Function, Intellectuully 

The six other individuals interviewed for this study each provided anecdotes in 

support of their claims about dogs' intelligence that allow insight into common 

perspectives of the human-dog dynamic. Mrs. Barry's home life with dogs revealed how 

limitless dogs' benefits to humans may be, in part as a result of their intelligence. During 

her interview Mrs. Barry shared, 

my son takes the bus home. And we probably have a dozen buses that go 
down our street before it's his bus and she knows which bus is his bus. 
She hears different buses but she'll know which one is the one, I'm 
guessing cause it's slowing down or something like that but she's very 
aware ofthat. Now again that could be routine of habit but still I think 
there's got to be something going on for her too ... there have been times 
where his bus has come really early. And she'll be at the door making a 
sound and I'll go and there it'll be~you know~and I've got to go out and 
meet the bus. So yeah, yeah [Mrs. Barry's dog has helped to assure her 
son catches the bus]. 

Mrs. Barry's reliance on her dog to warn her of her son's bus perfectly demonstrated how 

dogs adjust to cooperate with their human counterparts to achieve what the human needs. 

There could be several reasons for this behavior, but ultimately in this thesis the cause of 

dogs' behaviors is not most important. Mrs. Barry perceived that there is some version of 
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intellect in dogs that works perfectly with humans; Mrs. Barry also showed dogs' 

intelligences have led humans to maintain a reliance on dogs for help. 

Professor Silverman reflected that he saw a bit of his dog's, Max's, intelligence 

when he 

... was working more on training [Max] stuff you could see how [Max] 
would try to figure out what you want-if it was something new and then it 
suddenly clicks. And then after you repeat it a few times [Max] knows 
what that word means-what you want her to do. But it's really just so 
she can get the food (laugh). She wants to figure out how to get that treat 
out of your hand ... it'sjust sort ofa simple kind of intelligence where-well 
to get the food but she can only know certain words and what they mean. 
I don't think she can tell whole sentences ... 

Max's ability to retain lessons from training revealed the strength of a crucial component 

to intelligence: memory (Whitney 1998). Hare et al. report that dogs tested for their 

skills at following in human guided tasks perform "above chance in the memory task" 

(2002, p. 1635). The quality of dogs' memory likely has allowed such positive bonds to 

form and last between humans and dogs because it has led humans to see reliability in 

dogs which they can trust. Professor Silverman not only recognized but also found 

significant the intelligence of dogs. 

Humans' reliance on dogs' memories is shown by the popularity of the 

domesticated dog and illustrated by one student who chose to walk a Professor's dog, 

Frankie, on campus because walking Frankie "would calm [him] down." Carlos, a senior 

student at Swarthmore College spoke adamantly about all of his experiences with 

Frankie. He thought excitedly about the intelligence he saw in Frankie on a regular basis, 

proflering, 

yeah! You know definitely [dogs are intelligent]. I mean their recognition 
concepts are incredible. [Frankie] basically figured out, I think, when I 
would come cause I came at the same time twice a week ... But then when I 
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would come ... she would get ready-we would go and [ would go out a 
different door ofthe building than Grace33 

... and so the first couple times [ 
walked, [Frankie was] always wanting to go out this door and then she 
now knew that when [ came she would go by this door and she would 
follow our exact path for our walk that was different from the one Grace 
would take. So that takes definitely some kind of intelligence. And just 
recognizing me from across the field [ feel like there's this cognitive 
processes going on there. 

Carlos admitted that Frankie's recognition skills made him feel special, exposing the 

importance of dogs' memories to their relationships with humans. Yet dogs' capacity to 

remember is not the only thing in dogs' intelligences appreciated by humans. 

One staff member demonstrated she was able to see another particular dimension 

of her dogs' intelligence. Mrs. Corio recalled her dog's interactions both with her and 

with other animals to illustrate dogs' intelligence. In her considerate nature, Mrs. Corio 

discussed the intelligence she saw in two of her dogs, Hermes and Henry, when she said, 

I would say that I think most definitely [dogs have an intelligence J. 
Hermes might-retrievers [are] not so bright. But it might just be an act. 
[don't know (laugh). And then Henry, the Porn he's very smart. [mean 
really smart. Well he had me figured out the first week he was in my 
house. You know-what he could get away with, what he couldn't get 
away with, how he could get away with things-cause he's just so darn 
cute. He doesn't like the cats at all...they do awful things. [He'll] hide 
and then jump out and that takes an intelligence to figure out how he's 
gonna get over on the cats. But definitely [ think they're smart. .. 

The more calculative behaviors behind hide-and-seek demonstrated what may be another 

intelligence in dogs that acts as a foundation for the approval of humans-which fosters 

the human-dog bond. Mrs. Corio certainly appreciated the intelligence she had seen in 

her dogs. 

As mentioned in chapter two, Professor Serrano displayed something more than 

appreciation when he responded, "Oh definitely [dogs are intelligent] and it just sort kind 

3} The Professor who owns Frankie. 
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of broadens your understanding oflife in general. I'd say that there's these intelligences 

around and all life is really precious ... " Professor Serrano's understanding of dogs' 

minds seemed to cross acknowledgment and enter a new dimension that may be a driving 

force behind the human-dog dynamic: respect. In my use of the term, "respect" I refer to 

one's appreciation for and understanding of another as at least equally valuable-the 

values may be manifested differently-to oneself. Mrs. Corio also displayed her respect 

through the awe in her voice and facial expression-speaking with a smile and a glint in 

her eyes-when she spoke of her dogs and their intelligences. 

The respect shown by Mrs. Barry blatantly equated the value of dogs to the value 

of humans-and likely the two species' intelligences. She first shared a case-

specifically involving her sister-where a dog almost supplemented a human mother, 

which led her to declare dogs' planning abilities. She then quickly considered dogs' 

intuitive skills which allowed her to depict another example of a dog filling human roles. 

She described how her dog acted as her son's friend and therapist-likely providing a 

first step towards socialization with other humans by teaching him some universal 

dynamics of general interaction. Mrs. Barry defended dogs' intelligence when she 

articulated, 

definitely. Definitely [I think dogs are intelligent]. I think especially with 
your feelings. Like um our-our older boxer's a female and my children 
always kind of refer to her as the mommy dog because when they were 
little and they would get hurt or something like that and be crying she'd be 
right on them licking their face .. .I'm trying to think of an example, cause 
I think they-they truly can plan. But they detinitely have an intuition ... 
my son has autism. And we got the Boxer when he was in kindergarten 
and I just kind offelt like he didn't really at that point in time relate to 
people all that much and I thought, 'maybe bringing a dog in and having a 
dog to love-or you know if he went to school and he really didn't have 
any friends at school or something like that at least he knew he could 
come home and there'd be a dog that loved him.' And we got a puppy for 
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that reason-thinking the puppy would meet him as he is and just think 
that that's the way he is-not anything of his different mannerisms or the 
way he acted differently than other people. And that pretty much played 
out to be true. Whether it helped my son socialize more or not I don't 
know but my son has become a little more social. And one of the things 
the dog gives him to do: there's always a topic to talk about with people if 
we're-he likes to walk the dog with me-if we're out at least you can say 
something about the dog. If he has to write something for school usually 
it centers around-you know-if it doesn't center around sports it centers 
around the dog. 

Mrs. Barry's ambivalence about how to categorize dogs' capacities was slightly more 

representative of the general population-as portrayed by the survey results to the 

question about dogs' intelligence discussed earlier in this chapter. She was on the fence 

between considering the emotional intelligence of dogs as thoughts and believing dogs 

are driven by intuition. Nevertheless, Mrs. Barry found dogs' emotional capacities 

intellectually comparable to humans' emotional abilities. 

Mrs. Barry exemplified a certain high regard for dogs similar to the sentiments 

found in other areas of the world-i.e. Israel (Shir-Vertesh 2012) and the U.S. army 

(Goodavage 20 12)-when she noted a dog considered a surrogate mother and when she 

confessed her embrace of her dog as a therapist, friend and outlet for her son with special 

needs. As mentioned in chapter one, dogs are assigned personhood in other 

contemporary societies, such as in Israel where dogs are often embraced as surrogate 

children (Shir-Vertesh 2012). The trend to anthropomorphize dogs among humans 

displays the respect that many hold which raises dogs' values above the values of other 

animals to a level close to that of humans. 

Mrs. Barry also exposed an important ability dogs have to help autistic children to 

socialize. Little research has investigated whether trained dogs actually benefit children 

with autistic spectrum disorders (ASD's), "a group of developmental brain disorders that 
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hinder a child's ability to communicate and interact socially with" (Norton 2013, p. I). 

Though it may be '''too early to draw final conclusions'" (Cirulli qtd in Norton 2013, p. 

1), children "were more talkative and socially engaged ... Iess aggressive and smiled more 

when their therapy session included a canine companion" (Norton 2013, p. 1). Dogs 

have shown to facilitate social ease in therapy for children enduring ASD's. Further, 

dogs may ease an entire family, assuring loved ones of the safety of the Child with an 

ASD (Norton 2013, p. I). The existing evidence that dogs-with their social 

intelligences--can assist children with social disorders is promising (Norton 2013, p. 

I )-as depicted by Mrs. Barry's anecdote. 

When interrogated about dogs' intelligences all of the interviewees provided 

different illustrations oftheir views but the main points of their stories varied from each 

other minimally. Interestingly, five of the seven total informants repeated "definitely" 

when asked if dogs have intelligences. It is important to recognize that each of the 

informants' advocacies of dogs' intelligence differed in enthusiasm but that the 

interviewees essentially all believed dogs had shown them a type of intelligence; the 

pattern in the interview informants' answers highlighted how contemporary domestic 

dogs in the Swarthmore College community constantly demonstrate their intelligence to 

humans, in spite of their predominantly emotional roles. 

The abilities of dogs to interact successfully on an emotional level with humans 

are often understood as viscerally driven rather than as consequences of thought. The 

statements of a successful dog trainer fully commit to and find promise in this view: 

relationships between humans and dogs in the contemporary United States 
have shifted so owners embrace the emotional benefits brought by dogs
whether or not they see dogs' communicative skills as markers of 
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intelligence-and studying dogs further may bring humans closer to 
defining key foundations of living beings. (Behan 2011, p. xxxi) 

Moreover as mentioned in chapter one, Kevin Behan projects that "we can effectively 

develop the skill of parsing apart thoughts, instincts and habits from pure emotion and a 

true feeling by seeing the dog as a creature of the immediate moment" (20 II, p. 147). In 

other words, Behan suggests that dogs are so absent ofthought that humans can study 

dogs to further understand the general distinction between thought and pure emotions. 

Mrs. Barry also hinted at the understanding of dogs as more instinctively, emotionally 

driven when she attributed dogs' successful interactions to intuition. People in the 

contemporary Swarthmore College society may be inclined to consider the profound 

emotional intelligence of dogs as visceral but it is important that people have recognized 

and relied on this ability in dogs. 

Canines as a Means to an End 

People have also counted on dogs for the crucial role of protecting the lives of 

physically capable human beings whose lives are constantly in jeopardy. The dangers 

facing the military working dog may, in fact, be less detrimental-holistically-to dogs 

as a species than a more conventionalized lifestyle that dogs come to endure. 34 It just 

takes minor consideration to realize that humans are likely abusing their power and 

dominance over dogs to dogs' expenses. Put another way, 

... military dogs have ... ajob. It's something dog experts say is lacking 
with many pet dogs today, and is at the root of many problems. Boredom 

34 For more details on soldier dogs, see Chapter I. 
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can lead to destructive or anxious behavior. At best, it's just not much 
tim[ ... ] (Goodavage 2012, p. 21). 

Humans' altering demands-from desiring dogs' physical assistance to requiring their 

emotional aid-have created behavioral complications in dogs, who have proven their 

species to be profoundly flexible-showing a flexibility that may be an essential aspect 

of the human-dog bond. 

Destroying Canines as a Means to an End: Dog Fighting 

Some people terrorize dogs in such a way that demolishes dogs' adaptable 

intelligence. One of the interviewees-Rachel, a student at Swarthmore College-

indicated a serious issue facing both humans and dogs together: dog fighting. Rachel 

revealed an interesting component of the relationship between dogs and humans when 

she projected that 

we always got rescue dogs until Danny. And Danny's purebred he's an 
English Yellow Lab. And then this-the dog that we're getting in a couple 
weeks is purebred. But we switched to tinding breeders that we knew had 
taken really-you know-put a lot of attention and care into breeding 
their dogs because our rescue dogs kept getting sick or having aggression 
problems. We like to know who both the parents are. We had a dog 
before Danny who we had to put down when she was like tive because she 
was just too aggressive and she was having some problems with her hips. 
And just it was not a good situation. She was sweet to us but not to other 
people and she kept getting into tights and I don't know we just. .. it's 
easier to know what you're getting [with pure bred dogs] (chuckle). 

Rachel-at least partly-allocated these dogs' unfavorable behaviors onto the phantom 

breeders or the dogs' genetics, yet it is likely that the more influential contribution to her 

dogs' misbehaviors were their initial environments. 
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There are a few things to consider in Rachel's story which grant deeper insights 

on the human-dog dynamic. Primarily, Rachel exposed the possible dangers which arise 

when welcoming rescue dogs into the home. Rescue dogs may have been saved from 

permanently detrimental environments-i.e. people who practice dog fighting-that 

scarred the dogs to be forever corrupted, torn from the possibility of adhering to and 

learning in contemporary standards. Rachel's family decided to only welcome purebred 

dogs, or dogs bred by familiar trainers into their home because dogs' mysterious pasts 

can be extremely hazardous to both dogs and humans. This example also shows that 

dogs are sometimes seen as so simple that a certain kind can be understood as universally 

broken from the start-this disregards the unpredictability of genetics and ignores the 

knowledge that mixed breed dogs are statistically more fit and more healthy than 

purebred dogs (Coppinger and Coppinger 200 I). Most importantly, Rachel illustrated 

how the flexible intelligences of dogs to adjust to their environments can be destroyed if 

the dogs' initial environments are particularly abusive of or unstable to the dogs. 

Another student, Carlos, professed his temperate view of dogs at the start of the 

interview when he said, "I'm actually not the world's biggest dog person. I love cats 

more than dogs," and later seemed to counter this view when he discussed the atrocity of 

dog fighting. He believed that "obviously it's not the dog's fault that it's been in a 

horrible culture and abused but it just has created I think a lot of problems with 

Pitbulls ... " In response to a Pitbull's attack on a dog he cherished, Carlos placed the 

blame entirely on the environments of the aggressive dogs. In doing this Carlos 

displayed a tlner consideration of and thus a greater compassion for dogs by 

contemplating their contexts. While discussing dog tlghting, Carlos expressed the pain 
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he felt as a result of the attack against a dog he loved. Two interviews of this study 

revealed that the harm of dog fighting negatively affects not only the intelligences of the 

dogs involved but the wellbeing of uninvolved dogs and humans. 

Owners Owing: The Responsibility of the College's Students Faculty and Staff in 

Order to Maintain their Bonds their Dogs 

On a more positive note, dog owners have indicated that more otten dogs and 

humans are both rewarded by their relationships. In human-dog relationships the amount 

of time shared by the humans and dogs allows dogs-with their social intelligences-to 

better understand their owners, and thus enhance the bond shared between humans and 

dogs. The student survey respondents may have intuited this; they showed that humans 

may not all think dogs are very intelligent or have thoughts, but humans certainly will 

tend to their dogs' wellbeing-and this could also sustain the owners' wellbeing. Among 

the students who have lived with dogs at their home, most reported they spent about one 

hour a day (24 out of73 or 33%), or 2 hours a day (16 out of73 or 22%) taking care of 

their dogs. The next popular selection students chose to describe the amount of time they 

spent caring for their dogs was "other" (15 out of73 or 21 % )-shown in the bar graph in 

Figure 6a. These students detailed this selection mostly expressing in their own ways 

that they have not been the sale caretakers of their dogs. These students may have spent 

at least an hour a day taking care of their dogs because they were assigned certain chores 

by their parents. Alternatively, that most students were not the primary caretakers of their 

dogs but they still spent at least an hour caring for their dogs may reveal the importance 
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that dogs find in all humans' lives: people ultimately want to take care of dogs because of 

the overarching benefits that more time with the dogs causes. 
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Figure 6,.: Student Results to Question 10 on survey-About How Much Time Would 
You Estimate You Spend (or spent) Taking Care of Your Dog(s) Each Day'> 

Most of the students, faculty and staff surveyed detailed the care they provide for 

their dogs, showing an appreciated independence of dogs. A majority of the students, 

faculty and stafflet their dogs Ollt in their yards 2-3 times a day (56 out of73 or 76% of 

the students and 77 out of 118 or 65% of the faculty and staff members who own dogs)-

portrayed in the pie graphs in Figure 6b. The bond between humans and dogs is perhaps 

fortified by the ease that humans can have in taking care of their dogs: humans have the 

liberty of loving the dog when it's convenient for them and otherwise can send the dog 

outside where the dog can enjoy him- or herself. 
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Figure 6b: Student and Fac\I[ty/StaffRcsults to Question!! 011 survey-How 
Frequently Do (or did) You Do the !bllowing Activities to Ttakc Care of Your Dog 
(s)'1 

Some of the student, faculty and staff interviewees revealed that humans also may 

enjoy and take steps to enhance dogs' codependence. The informants said they spent a lot 

of time walking their dogs, seemingly because they felt rewarded doing this and they felt 

that walks provide the best opportunity to bond with the dogs. Owner of two German 

Shepherds, Professor Serrano expressed that 

generally I walk them one at a time and give Charles like a real rigorous 
walk and give myself a real rigorous walk ... it's something that needs to 
be done but I definitely relish-you know~I looking forward to it and 
then you know I feel good about it. 

Professor Serrano believed that his dog walks were "a really good way to bond with [his 1 

dog and get him exercise." It may be the case that dogs and humans can form their bonds 

during routine walks. Mrs. Barry supported this idea saying that "it's important to walk 

with your dog and bond with the-it's a bonding experience for you and your animal. .. " 

The student Carlos became close to one dog, Frankie, and most of his interactions with 
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her were while he walked her for a professor. Carlos said his walks with Frankie lasted 

"an hour every time" and throughout his interview he raved about the connection he felt 

with her. These individuals' experiences revealed the importance that walking a dog may 

have in shaping the bond formed between the human and dog. 

Another faculty member offered his idea for what enhances human-dog bonds, 

which may be supported by the bond between Connor and Gunner. Professor Silverman 

said that in "the training process you really develop a relationship and you learn to 

communicate both ways and the longer I've had my dog the more I feel like we both 

understand each other." Shown by seeing-eye dogs, this is certainly one way that humans 

and dogs get to know each other. Connor said that he and Gunner" ... really started to 

bond together-working together." By "working together" Connor was referring to how 

he trained Gunner which routes to look out for at Connor's home and in school. The 

training process may facilitate a closer bond between humans and dogs but all of the 

information together makes salient the concept that it is not necessarily what is done 

between dogs and humans that leads to their close links; the driving force behind the 

human-dog bond appears to be both the amount of time shared by the humans and dogs 

and the resulting ability to enhance dogs' understandings of their human counterparts, 

much the same way any other human-human bond would develop. 
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Comedian of a Canine: Dogs' Ability to Incite Laughter 

Connor in addition to Mrs. Barry mentioned a very important feature that 

dogs bring humans in their time together. The comedy dogs provide may act as a 

part of dogs' facilitation of human society. Mrs. Barry said that her dogs 

all kind of just bring [her family] all together and its-when they'll do 
something funny everybody'lllaugh ... So [the comedy] kind of helps to 
bring us together as we're kind of naturally growing apart because we
you know-the children are getting older. 

Much the way comedy functions in communities, the comical relief that dogs bring can 

unite an audience, causing them all to experience similar emotional reactions to the same 

scene. "Comedy is a communal experience" (Neuendorf and Fennell 1988, p. 37). The 

comedy the dogs bring is simple, strictly visual and can therefore reach various 

generations of people. 

Connor told two stories of dogs being particularly amusing. These were stories 

that he had heard about and he had a hard time fighting his own laughter as he recited 

what he had heard. In one situation the images created by a dogs' silly behavior created a 

powerfully amusing story about a dog of Connor's lab partner, Jo. Jo apparently has 

shared this story with others to lighten the mood of an environment. Connor repeated: 

[.To] has (chuckle) this one dog named Baily ... about a few years ago Baily 
(chuckle) was in the house by himself and [Jo's family was] gonna be 
having (laugh)-I'm sorry I'm laughing thinking about this ... they were 
gonna have a whole bunch of family over that evening. They made this 
huge dish of pasta that was just (laugh)-you know-it was just sitting on 
the counter. (laugh.) And Baily jumped up on the counter (chuckle). 
(laugh) And he knocked it! He pushed it over the counter edge! (laugh) 
And onto the floor! And as you imagine they have carpeting in all of their 
house. But it landed on the floor upside down so he couldn't access it. 
(laugh) And he was really pissed off so he stood on top of the dish. And 
he started pushing it along the floor (laugh) so it'd smear across the floor, 
then he could eat what was being smeared. (laugh) And he'd keep 
pushing it and then licking up the floor and then pushing it some more. 
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But he wasn't very efficient at eating it so when they came back from 
(laugh)-they found this entire dish smeared across their entire house! 
(laugh) And the carpeting was just ruined and this huge dish of pasta was 
just gone. 

Jo's use of his story about Baily to provide comedy to and therefore to bond with 

his peers demonstrates how dogs can create a common ground between humans 

who share dit1erent contexts. Connor's thorough enjoyment of this story was 

impossible to ignore and revealed that a person doesn't even have to see the dog 

do something funny to be entertained by the dog. People can just imagine a scene 

created by dogs for a funny story involving dogs to be successful. This also may 

suggest the popularity of dogs in modern society; Connor's reaction to this story 

may point to a certain popular sentiment regarding dogs that humans in 

contemporary society share-one that acknowledges dogs as a reliable source of 

comedy and thus enables particular aspects of the human-dog bond. Military 

dogs also provide comedy to the troops they are assigned. Accordingly, "Dogs 

help normalize life where it has been overshadowed by constant threat of Taliban 

violence ... " (Goodavage 2012, p. II). The presence of dogs can be positive 

enough to invite certain human elements into an environments deprived of safety. 

In the contemporary safer, the Swarthmore College community, many dogs offer 

emotional aid to their human counterparts as having a domesticated dog in the home has 

exceled in popularity. Dogs still retain working positions, exemplified in guide dogs for 

the visually impaired and in soldier dogs for the military (Goodavage 2012). People have 

speculated about the intelligence of dogs and many do recognize something admirable in 

dogs' emotional capacities or intelligences. People also have been shown to be grateful 

for dogs' capacities for remembering information. These two reactions to dogs' natures 
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could be another element fortifying the bond between humans and dogs; the resulting 

respect that humans have for dogs--resulting from dogs' keen minds--may have led to 

the reliance humans form on dogs. People tend to care for their dogs in order to reward 

them as much as they feel rewarded or because they want to bond with the dogs. 

People still care for working dogs who decorate contemporary U.S. societies-i.e. 

guide dogs or military dogs-and often reveal the admirable intelligence of dogs. While 

investigating the human perceptions of dogs' intelligences in the Swarthmore College 

community, new themes emerged from both the survey and interview responses. The 

attribution of intelligence to dogs had much to do with the amount of respect dog owners 

had for their dogs. This respect could also cause people to appreciate dogs' 

communicative skills, which have allowed dogs' close bonds with humans. A general 

modified respect and compassion for dogs may be leading dog owners to abuse their 

powers over the common domesticated dog-confining a dog to boredom. The 

phenomenon of dog fighting exemplifies a more explicitly abusive treatment of dogs that 

oilen permanently corrupts the dogs' functionality in society. Countering the more 

common mediated compassion of dog owners is dogs' tlexibility to please specifically 

their individual owners-even if the owners believe they prefer other animals. In many 

ca~es dogs' abilities are recognized. Regardless, dogs' ability to unify diverse selections 

of humans in contemporary society with comedy may indicate dogs' reinforcement of an 

essential component to society. 
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Chapter 4: 

Conclusion 

The relationship between homo sapiens and canines has existed since "some time 

during the Ice Age" (Schleidt and Shalter 2003, p. 57) and for the most part humans have 

utilized dogs as their personal assistants. Chapter two of this thesis begins with Toby 

Barlow's words from his novel Sharp Teeth15 (2008). The validity of this phrase-"[ ... J 

everyone, and without exception, everyone has a dog story to tell" (Barlow 2008, p. 

14)-is almost overwhelming. Throughout my research for this study, r encountered 

constant stories of dogs offered by various individuals. Some stories entered in reaction 

to hearing of my thesis topic-i.e. in conversations, peers would mention loving a 

specific dog or wanting a dog or missing their dogs. While I was at track practice, one 

older man working at the school fitness center even responded to me "yeah ... r have a 

dog. He's a little piece of shit." Good or bad, he had a story. Other people incited a 

conversation about dogs on their own volition, telling me ofthe new dogs in their lives-

i.e. my coach who lives with his wife in addition to one of my close friends who 

graduated and now lives with his girlfriend in Arizona. Each of these conversations were 

uplifting and enthusiastic for everyone involved. I confess to being surprised by 

listeners' interests in my thesis-i.e. a few faculty, staff and students members of 

Swarthmore College asked to read the final product of my thesis-yet these interests 

made all too clear the importance of the human dog dynamic in societies. 

When dogs-who evolved from scavenging wolves-and humans lirst coexisted, 

humans embraced dogs as hunting partners, herders and protectors (Coppinger and 

35 Shill'p Teeth is a novel about the bond between a male dogcatcher, and a female werewolf. A friend of 
mine lent me the book, further demonstrating his expressed interest in my study. 
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Coppinger 2001). As lifestyles have changed with the onset of technological advances 

the dynamic bctween the two species has shifted so that dogs frequently provide a 

different genre of support to humans. The literature, survey and interview data gathered 

in this study portray how people in the Swarthmore College community commonly look 

to dogs for the emotional support they provide rather than the practical support they have 

provided in the past. The many popular books about dogs-some of which I read and 

used in this study-indicate that the findings from the research done in the Swarthmore 

College community can shed light on broader trends in contemporary societies (Behan 

20011; Coppinger and Coppinger 2001; Coren 2008; Goodavage 2012; Sanders 1999). 

Domcsticated dogs are almost omnipresent in contemporary societies, especially valued 

for the emotional rewards they provide to their owners (Behan 20011; Coren 2008; 

Sanders 1999). 

The new, emotional role of dogs does not entirely replace the use of dogs for 

more practical purposes; rather there is a pervasive theme uniting many of the human-dog 

dynamics: the dog fills an emotional void in the human's life which enhances that 

person's functionality. For instance Connor, the blind student at Swarthmore College, 

has named the many roles his dog fills-i.e. a son, a younger brother, a best ft'iend, a 

roommate, a constant companion-all of which bolster this young man's self image, 

confidence, and navigation, therefore facilitating his positive and courageous aspirations 

through school-i.e. to graduate as an engineer, to start a student group on campus. In 

other cases, the remarkable assistance military dogs bring their troops has caused many 

military dog handlers to demand honor for these dogs in the form of military medals, 

ribbons and hearts (Goodavage 2012). These honors would essentially only make a 
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difference for the handler, settling her or his feelings of emotional indebtedness-as 

medals are merely objects to a dog. Dogs perform both emotional and practical roles in 

contemporary societies, regardless of whether the emotional or practical aspects of their 

work are realized by their owners. 

HUmans often appreciate the benefits their dogs bring and consequently offer 

rewarding care and compassion to dogs. The interviewees of this study have indicated 

people in contemporary society often recognize and value the components that 

domesticated dogs bring to the home. Interestingly, when asked whether they thought 

that dogs inf1uence humans more or that humans inf1uence dogs more, virtually everyone 

agreed on the duality of inf1uence in the human-dog dynamic: dogs and humans innuence 

each other. More notably, a few interviewees allowed dogs responsibility for changing 

the individual owner. One student, Rachel, said, "at least within my family I'd say the 

dogs are more innuential to the people." Professor Silverman confessed, "having a dog 

shapes you I think ... I think it shaped me." Additionally, when concluding a story 

detailing her relations with her dog Mrs. Corio exclaimed, " ... he has me trained." Two 

other interviewees pointed to and appreciated one significant way in which dogs can 

shape humans. Professor Silverman ref1ected, "It's like a forced structure in my own life 

that I really wanted to have." In discussing his seeing-eye dog, Connor admitted, "It sort 

of grounds me. If that makes sense, it provides some stability to my schedule." Some 

people recognized and valued the innuence of the modern dog on individuals. These 

considerations indicated the modern positive reception of dogs' impact on the home, 

which is ultimately a critical root of humanity (Nolen-Hoeksema 2010). These positive 

sentiments also allude to a dynamic, historically described between wolves and humans: 
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"the impact of wolves' ethics on our own equal or even exceed that of our effect on 

wolves' changes in their becoming dogs in terms of their general appearance or specific 

behavioral traits" (Schleidt andShalter 2003, p. 58). This claim may be more radical than 

realistic; nevertheless, Schleidt's and Shalter's statement may explain why there has been 

a pervasive-and minimally shifting-human-dog dynamic. 

The interviews I conducted were very informative as each interviewee provided 

extensive answers to any question posed. In fact, I did not offer a great deal of questions 

throughout the interviews because each answer given by the informants would often 

respond to a range of questions. The pure joy the interviewees demonstrated while 

discussing the dogs in their lives likely resulted in such successful interviews. I had no 

trouble recruiting interviewees: at one point I had too many students agree to be 

interviewed and had to choose which students to interview-(I selected the first people to 

respond)- many of the interviewees thanked me for interviewing them after our 

conversation. Simply reflecting on dogs can lift peoples' moods. It was very rewarding 

to interview people about the dogs in their lives. 

There are many things one could further research about the relationship 

between humans and dogs. One could investigate the affective power of recalling stories 

about dogs to understand how far-reaching dogs' influence is. Interested parties could 

examine the gender dynamics present in the interaction between humans and dogs to 

discover if there is a binary dynamic. It could also be valuable to study the different 

ways that dogs are treated-which contexts influence the differences, what the 

differences are, etc-to gauge more fully any culturally-dependent reception of dogs. 

Further, an individual could explore the social impact of or the inf1uences on media's 
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portrayal of dogs over time. One could investigate the differences between dog breeds 

and their respective owners that so many interviewees mentioned to identify any trends or 

determinants of the human-dog dynamic. In sum, it would be worthwhile to critically 

inspect the underpinnings of why humans have historically resorted to dogs as support 

systems, given the diversity of the support humans have demanded. 
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2 Dislike (can 
explain) 

Total 

Filter By: Students 
Completion Status: Completed 

122 95% 

7 5% 

129 100% 

2 



Like (can explain) Dislike (can explain) 

Love 

if I had to choose one it would be like, but I'm 
not by any stretch of the imagination "a dog 
person tl 

love em 

They are friendly and nonjudgemental. 

I like most dogs but not all dogs. 

I love dog! My dog is the light of my life. 
miss her every day and can't imagine life 
without her. 

Like 

They're unconditionally loving and 
affectionate. 

They're generally friendly and lovable. 

They are okay 

Dogs are the best animals, they are so cute and 
friendly 

Dogs are creatures that excrete positive 
emotions. 

caring for dogs requires work and I hate 
picking up poop but they are good companions 
and can be quite affectionate 

I love dogs! They are cute and nice and funny 
and cool 

like 

Love'em 

I LOVE DOGS. I think they are sweet and 
loyal and trustworthy companions when treated 
with respect and given adequate care. 

dogs are good. 

But not as pets. They're too energetic for me to I 

keep one as a pet 

LOVE 

Intelligent companions, cute and cuddly 

They're friendly, and I'm not a cat person! 

i Burdensome, unclean, obnoxious. Also, some 
childhood trauma. 

I'm allergic to them 

II think (some) dogs are cute, but I get nervous 
I w hen I'm around them 

To discriminate against all organisms in one 
species would be unfair. Even rats can be chill. 
Dogs have the capacity to be loyal, friendly, 
therapeutic, helpful, educational, enjoyable and , 

._.L ______________ "._ 
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....... 

much more to humans when interacted with 
properly. 

I love dogs! 

Mostly neutral, but have come to like them 
more over the years ... 

indifferent 

They are easy to train and can obey complex 
commands. 

I like just about anything with fur. 

They are adorable and loving and they are 
always ready to give at'fection, they live to 
make people happy 

love 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 2 

Mean 1.05 

Variance 0.05 

Standard Deviation 0.23 

Total Responses 129 
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QptiQI,1,) 

fur 
14% 

2 
I dislike their 

4 57% 
I sloppiness 

3 
I dislike their 

4 57% 
loudness 

4 
Dogs are 

4 57% 
scary 

5 
Dogs are 

0 0% 
stupid 

6 None 0 0% 

7 Other 2 29% 
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Other 

[ don't know how to interact with them, which makes me uncomfortable. 

dogs get all up in your business 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

!()(aJ~espon~_es _________ ~ __ .. _ . _____ J __ .. ______ _ 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

140 

120 

100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

o 

I like their 
character/personal i ti es 

I like their energy 

[ like their sloppiness 

None 

Other 

7 

...............____ .. _ ................. _?J 

112 93% 

89 74% 

21 17% 

1% 

28 23% 
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Other 

Cuteness, sense of companionship 

I like all animals 

loyalty 

I like their cuteness and cuddliness. 

I like how they have that face that's all, "Oh, I'm a dog. What are you going to do about it?" I like 
their noses and their ears and their paws and their claws and their eyes their tails and their 
tummies. I love how they poop and they just don't care. I like how their teeth are all sharp and 
shit, but they usually only eat kibbles. I like how their spines are shaped so they can bend 
diITerently than ours and I like how their body language is so similar to ours even though it 
probably developed independently. I love how they sneeze. 

Nice to be around 

They like you 

They are super cute and always good-natured and happy to play 

Cuteness 

motivate me to go on walks and provide an excuse to walk bymyself, which I might othrwise not 
do 

warm bodied 

company 

i Love1em 

I like having something depend on me. 

I just love them 

their weirdness 

I like their cuteness and weirdness. 

they are cute 

their sympathetic nature 

comforting presence 

i like that they are loving, needy and pay attention to their owners 

love 

I like their company 

I enjoy the companionship they offer 

companionship 

They are loyal 

anthropomorphic qualities 
- ,----- -- - .--... -... - .. -.. ~-.~.--- ---------_.----
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Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

I 

6 

121 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Mean 

Variance 

Standard Deviation 

Total Responses 

2 

1.43 

0.25 

0.50 

129 

~;~[Ji~g~~0~~~~~f~~!c~~t~~~c~~~t!~~~I.~i~~'I~~:!~~~,~~i~~i;~i,,{.Jl 
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#: Answer Response % 
I 

Responds to 
my emotional 47 64% 
states 

2 
Improves my 

68 93% 
mood 

Gives me a 

3 
sense of 

39 53% 
purpose as a 
caregiver 

4 Hunting 5 7% 

5 
Assistance 

0 0% 
with disability 

6 
Guard 
property 

13 18% 

Protects me in 
7 and outside of 25 34% 

house 

8 
Search and 2 3% 
rescue 

Other service 

9 
(therapy, 

4 5% 
compamon 
dog) 

10 Other 13 18% 

I I None 2 3% 

8 



Other 

Family pet 

Showers me with love 

Motivation to walk 

I was too young to remember 

Eats food that is dropped on the floor (very helpful) and walking with her is good exercise 

They are so cute 

makes me walk 

Amused me 

I Love my dog, he's always excited to see me and piek up my mood, no matter what. 

fun to play with 

love 

Companionship 

Is my friend 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

II 

73 
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# Answer Response I % 

15 minutes 6 8% 

2 30 minutes 12 16% 

3 I hour 24 33% 

4 2 hours 16 22% 

5 3 hours 10 14% 

6 4 hours 1% 

7 5 hours 1% 

8 
More than 5 

1% 
hours 

9 Other 15 J 21% 

9 



Other 

God I snuggle with her a lot. 

I don't take care ofthe dog 

Do you mean time spent actively doing only dog care (e.g. walking the dog)? 

was young when we had a dog, my dad took care of him 

N/A 

Taking care of the dog was my mom's responsibility because I was at school most of the time 

but my mom spent more like 15-30 minutes or an hour 

up to about an hour and a half 

I no longer have a dog :( 

This does not include playing and "hanging out". 

I everyone in my family would spend about an hour with my dog 

but my family spends additional time 

Well, I'm away at college now, so none ... 

I consider walking and feeding to be "taking care". I also play with them, pet them, and talk to 
them on occasion (yeah, ok, weird) 

When I'm at home, probably about 2 hours 

Statistic 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

9 

73 

10 



Run/jog I I 
2 with 0 4 2 7 10 2 4 20 20 69 6.84 . 

dog 

Hike 
3 with 0 0 3 9 10 22 24 70 7.69 

dog 

Walk 
22 15 5 12 

dog 
7 2 3 4 71 3.24 

Groom 
5 dog 0 0 II 16 21 II 10 71 6.77 

(bathe) 

Groom 
6 dog 0 4 2 4 13 13 15 9 II 71 6.32 

(brush) 

8 
Take to 

2 4 5 5 
park 

II 7 5 19 13 71 6.28 

9 I Take to 0 0 0 0 17 19 33 71 8.15 
groomer 

I Take to 
0 0 0 

0 daycare 
0 0 4 13 53 71 8.65 

Train 
dog 
(either 
take to 

3 2 3 5 2 4 7 
I 

34 II 71 6.90 
trainer 
or train 
personal 
Iy) 

4 
Feed/wa 

53 13 3 2 
tel' dog 

0 0 0 0 72 lAO 

7 
Let out 

56 6 2 2 
in yard 

0 0 0 5 72 1.88 

11 



Min 
2 3 2 2 5 5 Value 

Max 
9 9 9 5 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 Value 

Mean 
3.2 

6.84 
7.6 

lAO 6.77 6.32 
1.8 6.2 

8.15 8.65 6.90 
4 9 8 8 

Varian 5.7 
4.93 

1.9 
0.67 2.12 3.62 

4.8 504 
0.88 0.52 4.86 ce 0 0 7 6 

Stand a 
rd 2.3 

2.22 
1.3 

0.82 1.46 1.90 
2.2 2.3 

0.94 0.72 2.20 
I Deviati 9 8 4 

on 

Total 
Respo 71 69 70 72 71 71 72 71 71 71 71 
nses 
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52 71% 

2 
As a surrogate 

9 12% 
child 

3 
As a best 

23 32% 
friend 

4 
As an animal 

52 71% 
companion 

As an animal 
5 that needs me 20 27% 

and my help 

6 Other 4 5% 

Other 

She's like a plush toy and a huggy bear and a rug and a doll and a blanket and a pillow and an 
angel and a dog. 

A burden 

[ probably considered him a toy 

as an animal pet who [ love but is a canine not a human and needs to be cared for as such 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

·9·~.>i)~£~.tltl1.ilJ.I<~~gsiSh.()111~···.~f~!i~:R1P.0g~tij~~.I~i\?~P.'~lJ.., 
\f~ID;~~$? '. 

Should (can 127 99% 
explain) 

2 
Should not 

1% (can explain) 

Total 128 100% 

6 

73 
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Should lean explain) Should not (can explain) 

Puppies are cute not a dog park 

They brighten people's days. I n fact, a friend 
quipped that a solution to Swarthmore's 
well ness problem would be to give everybody a 
dog. 

The dogs make me and many other students 
happy. And I think the students make the dogs 
happy, too. 

Not as student pets, but people should be ablc 
to walk their dogs around campus. If you mean 
as student pets, then I'd say no, as it could 
disturb the dorm atmosphere and is 
inconsiderate for people who have 
allergies/dis I ike dogs. 

Seeing dogs and ocasionally getting to pet them 
always brightens my mood. 

If they were not allowed on campus I might 
explode. Or switch schools. 

As long as the owners pick up their poop, I 
don't think it's a problem. In fact, I rarely see 
dogs around campus. 

But if your dog is not socialized and is not well 
trained, then you shouldn't bring it 

As long as their owners clean up after them and 
they aren't violent, I think thcy can only act as 
positive intluences. 

Its a beautiful campus, and a nicc place for 
people to walk their dogs. I think the benelits to 
the owners outweigh the minimal burdens to 
Swat. 

Psychologically, dogs are good to have around. 

The campus is an open space, and if people are 
allowed to walk on it, dogs should, too. An 
owner who doesn't feel their dog can behave 
appropriately is not likely to be letting the dog 
run loose, anyway. 

As long as dog owners pick up the poop and 
keep them away from people who are afraid of 
dogs 

They are very good for relieving stress and 
improving mood when you play with them. I 
think contact with dogs should be made more 
available to students. 

YES!!!!!!! We need more dogs! 
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complicated issue - leashes etc. 

neutral 

but not inside building 

yes, but not in classes 

For those students that have dogs at home 
seeing other dogs on campus is great 

Beautiful place for dog walking plus dogs rock I 

I love seeing and being around animals but 
dogs especially. I enjoy interacting with dogs as 
well and think they can be a great addition to 
the campus. 

I think they really brighten people's days. 

Students enjoy seeing dogs around campus. 

but not in dorms as pets but people can walk 
them around and stuff 

they provide welcome distraction and make 
people happy with their cuteness and affection 

this is america 

Except they should be on leashes, or under 
voice control of their owners 

Why not? 

they make me happy 

Puppies! 

Although [ do think they should be on a leash 

I Too many things are already eliminated by the 
Swarthmore bubble. Dogs are a normal part of 
life in most of America and many parts ofthe 
world and thus they should be present on 
campus as long as they are handled well. 

[ enjoy interacting with them. It's nice to pet 
dogs and speak to dog owners when you miss 
your dog at home. 

For many, seeing dogs on campus is nice and 
even therapeutic. [ don't think anyone is really 
bothered. [fthey were, then conditions could be 
considered, but dogs should not be banned li'om 
campus. 

no rcason not to, even if I'm not particularly 
fond of them 

They make a lot of people really happy 
(including my friends) 

providing that the owner takes responsibility in 
having the dog controlled. leashed, and is ..................... ' ....................... _ ......... L ... __ ................................................. _ .................... ____ ................... 1 
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accommodating to the various demands and 
needs of their work and social environment's 
needs and boundaries concerning a dog. 

However, they should not be allowed in spaces 
where people have allergies (except service 
dogs). 

Dogs should be allowed on campus only if they 
are non-aggressive and well-controlled. Dogs 
should not be allowed indoors. 

indifferent 

They add a spark of warmth to the vibe of the 
campus. 

Whoever doesn't want dogs on campus is 
heal1less, they are certainly easy enough to 
avoid if you don't like them, and it provides a 
great way for people and their dogs to enjoy our 
campus, also brings joy to students 

-.~~-------- . - '". - -- . -- " .. ----- ---- -.---.---.'---.-,.--,.---"'''-- ......• _._ .. ~~ ... --.---.-----.--.~-- ... - .-.--.---------~---.~.-... - ... -.-------

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 2 

Mean 1.0 I 

Variance 0.01 

Standard Deviation 0.09 

Total Responses 128 
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campus more 99 79% 
welcoming 

They create 
2 links to the 76 60% 

community 

They provide 
a diversion for 

3 students, 97 77% 
faculty and 
staff 

They provide 
emotional 

4 
I benefits to 

105 83% 
members of 
the campus 
community 

They help 

5 
create a 

107 85% 
positive 
atmosphere 

6 Other 17 13% 

17 



Other 

It seems like a place that Dogs and their owners would enjoy going for walks 

because why shouldn't they be allowed 

My answers above are in relation to dogs walking around on campus, not pets on campus. 

I love dogs and they should be everywhere, but especially where I am. They shouldn't be in 
places that are inhospitable to dogs, like inside active volcanoes, on mars, or in the ocean. Unless 
they're dogfish, in which case they should be in the ocean. 

For the benefit of the dog owners, not for the benefit of Swat. 

why not 

They relieve stress 

I miss petting my dog, so it's nice to pet someone else's. 

We have no right to prohibit them. 

and other reasons too 

[ can't think of a good reason why they shouldn't be. 

they help people who miss their dogs becuase they get to see/pet dogs 

they're beautiful 

I generally ask the owners of dogs if [ can pet their dogs and they have said yes 100% of the time 
and playing with a dog is one ofthe best de-stressing things one can do at Swat. 

Any of those could be true, but the strongest argument, to me, is that unless people have a phobia 
or severe allergy, there's no reason not to besides personal displeasure (which [ don't think is valid 
for prohibiting others' free movement) 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

lI'0tal .. ~.esponses .........~~~~_~~~ ______ _ 

6 

126J 
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# Answer < I Response % 

They make the 
campus more 0 0% 
frightening 

They bring too 
many 

2 community 0 0% 
members to the 
campus 

Irresponsible 

3 
owners leave 

100% 
their dogs' 
wastes 

They distract 

4 
campus 0 0% 
community 
members 

They disturb 

5 
the wild 0 0% 
animals on 
campus 

6 Other 0 0% 

Other 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

3 

3 
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# Answer Response % 

Should (can 
69 54% 

explain) 

2 
Should not 

58 46% 
(can explain) 

Total 127 100% 
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Should (can explain) Should not (can explain) 

But it seems a little impractical 

That would be so awesome! 

I Ifall the issues associated with such a proposal 
could get sorted out, and dog owners actually let 
this happen, then it could be a fantastic learning 
experience for students. But it doesn't seem like 
a particularly high-priority use of space. 

Sometimes you just need to see a dog for some 
reason or another. 

Oh my god I would love this, if this happens I 
would be eternally grateful and be the most 
generous donor ever ever. 

it couldn't hurt. howcver may not be practical 

Psychology thing again 

That would be cute, but the question is phrased 
in a weirdly exploitative way. 

This would be a great way to help students with 
stress management and create a fun activity 

I'd love it, sure, but I understand if it's not 
practical 

please! 

also cats!! therapy dogs! 

I miss my dog when away 

Sure, it could help student's moods especially 
during exam weeks 

Why not? 

I would love to know that I can stop by a centcr 
in my free time to play with dogs and build a 
companionship/relationship with the animals. 

no opinion but not against it 

it would be a really good therapy and stress 
reliever 

Like a petting zoo? I don't think it's 
practical/highly demanded. 

Doesn't seem practical, though I would 
appreciate it if it were available 

That sounds like imprisonment. 

As much as that sounds like a nice idea which 
I'd like, it an extra expense that the college 
really doesn't need. 

I don't understand what you mean by this ... 

What a waste of money 

Seems like a lot more efTort for very little 
benefit. 

Ifone develops naturally, great, but a center 
like that seems like it objectifies dogs for our 
enjoyment. 

school should not expend resources on this 

that snds expensive. it would be underutilized 

I not worth schools resources 

There's probably a better way to use that 
money, but I'm not opposed to the idea of it. 

I think this is a waste of money. I do propose 
puppy study breaks though and on Student 
Council I have proposed such measures 

this seems like we would be using the dogs, 
they should do what they/their owners want. 
we shouldnt have a dog pound on campus for 
our benefit unless those dogs are cared for and 
need a place to be 

weird 

Probably not best for the dog's wellbeing 

What, like a jail? 

Well, there kind of already is. I go see the 
bookstore dogs whenever I want. 
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yeah! 

they can help students in many ways 

It would be nice, but unnecessary 

THAT WOULD BE AMAZING 

If we had a puppy center, that would be 
A WESOME. stress reliever! 

Dogs are very therapeutic and would be very 
comforting during finals week. Especially 
puppies. Long term benefits would be much 
better than those of spending so much money on 
the yule ball. 

I would love that, although I understand if 
people feel that may be overdoing it. 

Only if they are treated humanely 

Whose dogs? Who's watching them? And how 
do you guarantee they'll be friendly? 

I fthere is a constant point of congregation, 
this might create hot spots for allergies trom 
fur and dandcr, something EVS or custodians 
would have to constantly clean. 

Seems like the costs to the college would 
outweigh the benefits, I would love it, but it 
does not seem practical 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 2 

Mean 1.46 

Variance 0.25 

Standard Deviation 0.50 

Total Responses 127 
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# Answer Response % 

A) Dogs have 
intelligence 

1% 
similar to 
young children 

B) Dogs 
2 respond 26 20% 

instinctively 

3 
Both A and B, 

24 19% 
equally 

4 
Both A and B, 

II 9% 
A more than B 

5 
Both A and B, 

48 37% 
B more than A 

Dogs' 
intelligenee is 

6 not similar in 12 9% 
anyway to 
humans t 

7 Other 7 5% 

Total 129 100% 

Other 

unsure what you mean by "instinctive" here ... dogs do score similarly to young children on a lot 
of basic intelligence tests, but are decimated by young (also vague) ehildren in others 

Don't think you can stack the two up in any meaningful quantitative way, or meaninlttlly eompare 
to humans. 

Dogs are animals whose brains work differently from humans and from small children, different 
breeds and individual dogs have different intelligences 

Dogs have a different kind of intelligence. It is instinctual but can be more mature than the 
intellect of a young ehild. 

Difficult to answer, beeause the function DIFFERENTL Y in many (not all) to humans, partly 
given their different way of perceiving the world based on physiology. 

this question seems framed 
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Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 7 

Mean 4.11 

Variance 2.30 

Standard Deviation 1.52 

Total Responses 129 
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# Answer I Response 0/0 

Like (can 
explain) 

2 
Dislike (can 
explain) 

Total 

Eike (can explain) Dislike (can explain) 

love you unconditionally 

Used to be afraid but now I don't mind being 
around them 

Grew up with dogs and they have always been 
a part 

139 93% 

II 7% 

ISO 100% 

Statistic I Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 2 

Mean 1.07 

Variance 0.07 

Standard Deviation 0.26 

Total Responses 150 
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2 
I dislike their 
sloppiness 

3 
I dislike their 
loudness 

4 
Dogs are 
scary 

5 
Dogs are 
stupid 

6 None 

7 Other 

Other 

dislike jumping 

I dislike the amount of work required to care for a dog. 

smell bad 

I'm allergic 

dislike their neediness 

3 27% 

9 82% 

6 55% 

5 45% 

2 18% 

0 0% 

6 55% 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

7 

II 
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150 

# Answer Response % 

I like their rur 48 35% 

2 
I like their 

130 94% 
character/personal iti es 

3 I like their energy 86 62% 

4 I like their sloppiness II 8% 

5 None I 1% 

6 Other 37 27% 
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Other 

Loyalty, companionship 

They're cute 

I like their love and affection and loyalty and happiness 

Companionship 

2 more reasons: they often communicate friendliness and excitement non-verbally, they are cute 
to look at 

loyalty 

I like everything about dogs. They are great, loyal, loving companions. 

they love you unconditionally 

Companionship 

Playfulness, intelligence 

I like the caring relationships they have with humans. 

Loyalty 

their unconditional love 

loyalty and companionship 

There ability to live in the moment and their unconditional love 

I like their loyalty 

affection 

Their unconditional love, their joyful nature, they make you laugh, they are very therapeutic 

I like their affection 

I like their love 

they olTer unconditional love 

I like their companionship 

their inl1tite love and gratitude is infectious! 

their guilelessness 

I think they are cute and very empathetic/loyal. 

unconditional love 

loving, loyal, happy 

interaction with people 

unconditional love and companionship 

friendliness 

[ like everything about dogs. 

unconditional love 

unconditional love and companionship 

companionship 

Companionship 

they can brighten any mood 
......................•... 
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Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

6 

139 

Statistic I Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Mean 

Variance 

Standard Deviation 

Total Responses 

2 

1.21 

0.17 

0041 

150 

~~:t~2~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~,~~~0~~'~m~1:t~~~~~II~~~~~~)~,~~r~~~~iH:i'ii5; 
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# I Answer Response % , , 
I Responds to 

my emotional 83 70% 
states 

2 
Improves my 

109 92% 
mood 

Gives me a 

3 
sense of 

67 57% 
purpose as a 
caregiver 

4 Hunting 0 0% 

5 
Assistance 

2 2% 
with disability 

6 
Guard 

31 26% 
property 

Protects me in 
7 and outside of 41 35% 

house 

8 
Search and 

0 0% 
rescue 

Other service 

9 
(therapy, 

9 8% 
companion 
dog) 

10 Other 29 25% 

11 None 2 2% 
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Other 

babysit 

for kids 

Fun, exercise 

Is a close friend 

Companion 

Allows me to teach my son how to behave around dogs in a controlled environment. 

humor value 

Companionship 

they are wonderful company 

It's not just the sense of purpose. It's the actual caring, which can be reciprocal. 

companionship 

companionship 

Companionship 

His presence makes me happy! 

exercise 

general companionship; exercise benefits while walking the dog 

Encourages me to go for a walk every day 

got me to take more walks 

companionship 

keeps me company 

made my children happier 

enjoyed his company 

Doesn't leave my side when I am ill. 

surrogate sibling to my only child 

time outside 

is a fun companion 

enjoy walking my dog(s), enjoy watching their ways of dealing with the world 

Entertains family and friends 

shared exploration of the world 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

II 

118 
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# Answer Response % 
15 minutes 6 5% 

2 30 minutes 16 14% 

3 I hour 28 24% 

4 2 hours 35 30% 

5 3 hours 18 15% 

6 4 hours I 1 9% 

7 5 hours 4 3% 

8 
More than 5 

3 3% 
hours 

9 Other 0 0% 

Other 

Statistic Value 

Min Value II 

Max Value 

Total Responses L 
......._ .. _ .... _-_ .. _._._. __ .. _-------_ .. _ .. __ .. _-_ .. ---_ .. - ._ .. __ .. _._---_._-_._-------.. - ..............•.........••..... -

I 

8 

118 
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Run/jog 
I 2 with 3 7 5 5 3 7 25 48 104 7.35 

dog 

Hike 
3 with 0 3 5 12 13 19 34 21 108 7.06 

dog 

7 
Let out 

77 7 2 3 
in yard 

2 0 5 16 113 2.74 

Train 
dog 
(either 
take to 

4 14 6 8 8 
trainer 

6 II 32 24 113 6.26 

or train 
personal 
Iy) 

Groom 
5 dog 0 0 0 0 10 17 51 29 7 114 7.05 

(bathe) 

I Take to 
0 0 4 2 

0 daycare 
4 4 15 84 

I 
114 8.39 

Groom 
I 6 dog 0 3 9 16 18 26 18 19 6 115 5.87 

(brush) 

8 
Take to 

3 12 4 10 
park 

23 12 13 23 15 115 5.88 

Walk 
55 26 4 10 6 

dog 
2 2 9 2 116 2.63 

9 
Take to 

0 0 0 0 0 2 23 46 45 116 8.16 
groomer 

4 
Feed/wa 

100 16 0 0 
ter dog 

0 0 0 0 117 1.20 
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Min 
Value 

5 2 6 3 

Max 
9 9 9 

Value 
8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 

Mean 
2.6 

7.35 
7.0 

3 6 
7.05 5.87 

2.7 5.8 
8.16 8.39 

4 8 
6.26 1.20 

Varian 5.3 
5.55 

2.8 
ce 1 8 

0.52 1.0 I 3.13 
9.2 5.3 

0.64 1.71 
3 0 

6.84 

Standa 
I'd 2.3 

2.36 
1.7 

Deviati 1 0 
0.72 1.00 1.77 

3.0 2.3 
0.80 1.31 

4 0 
2.61 

on 

Total 
10 

Respo 116 104 
8 

114 115 
II II 

116 114 
3 5 

117 113 
nses 

>~'\"M~~~!$!:~g~&~~~~!~~r;¥9;~ri~9;g:(~l?(X'~~~~n!~~I,~~fjm9t~i···· 
~h~M;q~~qPft~~·l· ". . . . . . .. . .... . . 

120 
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# Answer Response I % 

As a member 
97 82% 

of the family 

2 
As a surrogate 

13 11% 
child 

3 
As a best 

25 21% 
friend 

4 
As an animal 

60 51% 
companion 

As an animal 
5 that needs me 31 26% 

and my help 

6 Other 0 0% 

Other 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

# Answer Response % 

Should (can 
141 95% 

explain) 

2 
Should not 

7 5% 
(can explain) 

Total 148 100% 

1 

5 

118 
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Should (can explain) Should not (can explain) 

why not? 

They can brighten a lot of students' days. 

but under control of the owner 

They're great morale for the dog owners 

as long as they are leashed 

they should all be on leashes all the time 

but only on leashes in public places, in offices 

with limitations 

I think dogs on campus bring a lot of joy to 
most people on campus, as long as owners keep 
them under control and respect the fact that not 
all campus community members do not like, 
are afraid at; or are allergic to dogs. 

with limitations analogous to when people 
bring children to campus 

Dogs are an added benefit to campus 

students/faculty & staff have always expressed 
gratitude towards pets around. I have heard 
many saying "that dog makes/made my day! 
especially students that miss their own family 
pet 

They give people an opportunity to meet people 
and have a soothing effect 

but only outside and on leashes 

most, ifnot all, of the dogs on campus give 
students, faculty, and staff positive attention 
and give us a bit 01' a stress relief 

No harm; people love dogs. 

leashed 

as long as leashed and well behaved 

As long as the owner has it under control and is 
aware that others may not be fond of dogs 

if owners clean up after them 

as long as it does not interupt others who are 
not interested in dogs allergic or afraid 

My dog is like a therapy dog and students come 
to visit him every day in my of nee. 

neighbors who walk dogs are great. I think it's 
odd to have a dog accompany a person to work, 
but then again, I don't have a dog so perhaps 
cant understand . 

Except outside on leashes 

•.............................•....•.......................................................................... .t ....... . 
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animals provide emotional benefit -- seeing 
them around makes people happy 

All of the students who run across my dog on 
campus are always happy to see him ... he seems 
to be therapeutic. 

It's a beautiful space to walk your dog. 

I 
Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 2 

Mean 1.05 

Variance 0.05 

Standard Deviation 0.21 

Total Responses 148 
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# Answer I Response % 

I They make the I 
campus more 94 67% 
welcoming 

They create 
2 links to the 95 67% 

community 

They provide 
a diversion for 

3 students, 99 70% 
faculty and 
staff 

They provide 
emotional 

4 
benetits to 117 83% 
members of 

I the cam pus 
community 

They help 

5 
create a 114 81% 
positive 
atmosphere 

6 Other 20 14% 
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Other 

It allows some staff and faculty to be happier and more productive on campus 

there are times when you don't want to leave them home for long periods oftime. [n a pinch [ see 
no problem bringing them to work 

Little to no negative impact. To prohibit something there should be a strong reason. 

disallowing them is discriminatory 

They relax students and give faculty and students an additional conversation point 

pets wont be home alone 

It's a tradition at small liberal arts colleges 

Just because there is no reason why they should NOT be allowed on campus (whether they should 
be allowed in offices is a different question) 

I 
I think they should be allowed on grounds and in the woods if under a human's close control. I do 
NOT think they should be in buildings or workplaces. 

They are adorable! 

Pets are calming 

They provide a destressor for students. 

So long as they remain outdoors, they aren't dangerous, and their owners pick up after them [ 
can't imagine why they shouldn't be allowed on campus. In general, my default is a permissive 
policy. Any attempt to imposc regulations requires arguments and evidence. 

The dogs are happier with their owners and around other people. 

It doesn't create any harm that I have noticed. 

I think dogs are a wonderful addition to the Swarthmore campus. While most owners maintain 
and control their pet accordingly, some people should be more aware for the safety of their pet 
and the community as a whole. 

dogs who can be with owners are probably happier 

I don't like leaving him alone for the whole day 

it's too difficult to keep them off 

No compelling reason *not* to allow them 

Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

I 

6 

141 

39 
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# I Answer Response' % 

They make the 
campus more 2 29% 
frightening 

They bring too 
many 

2 community 14% 
members to the 
campus 

Irresponsible 

3 
owners leave 

3 43% their dogs' 
wastes 

They distract 

4 
campus 

3 43% 
community 
members 

. They disturb 

5 
the wild 

14% 
animals on 
campus 

6 Other 3 43% 

Other 

i don't mind pets around the grounds, but would prefer they not be allowed inside buildings. 

orr leash they are a nuisance 

some people may be alraid or allergic 

Statistic I Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 

Total Responses 

6 

7 
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Should (can 
66 47% 

explain) 

2 
Should not 

74 53% 
(can explain) 

Total 140 100% 
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Should (can explain) Should not (can explain) 

CAPS might want to consider pet therapy. :) 

That's an an awesome idea! 

IF that's what people want 

With09ut knowing how feasible it is, I like this 
idea. Well-behaved dogs have a relaxing, 
calming effect on people, and out students 
could certainly profit from that. 

fenced play area, but not restricted to the area 

Even though they won't always admit it, 
student miss home and animals fill a void, and 
can lighten their moods 

It woulkd really help students' mental health to 
have regular dependabe access to dogs 

I think it would be beneficial to studcnts but it 
would depend on how often students actually 
utilized the space. 

Students find dogs as stress reducers and 
develop close bonds with them! 

this would be nice but not mandatory 

no special center needed 

I can see this as a special occasion thing; some 
libraries 'check out' dogs to students during 
finals to help reduce stress. But, no, we 
shouldn't have a permanent doggy center. 

not sure - this could be a discussion with the 
Dean's office. This seems pretty impractical. 
Maybe stafti'faculty with dogs could bring them 
to the center and then they would get some 
attention during the day. 

depending on how they will be cared for 

dogs need consistent care with one or set of 
owners, not drop in care takers or visitors 

this a place oficarning, not a Doggie Day care. 

Its a nice idea, but I'm not sure its worth the 
cost ifthere are dogs around campus anyhow. 

It sounds like the dogs would be there for 
people's amusement and treated as "things" 

There are better ways to expend those resouces. 

There's no compelling for this, and the campus 
is already with other needs 

too much work 

why? 

this could lead to behavioral issues with the 
dogs. who would care for the dogs etc ... 

it sounds like a neat idea, but the logistics seem 
impractical 

that would be way too much work and liability 

sounds expensive 

Unnecessary. 
L ...... _ ............... _ ..... ____ ........... _______ ........ _ ......... L ... . 
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Statistic Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 2 

Mean 1.53 

Variance 0.25 

Standard Deviation 0.50 

Total Responses 140 
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# Answer Response % 

A) Dogs have 
intelligence 

2 
similar to 
young children 

B) Dogs 
2 respond 29 

instinctively 

3 
Both A and B, 

23 
equally 

4 
Both A and B, 

10 
A more than B 

5 
Both A and B, 

58 
B more than A 

Dogs' 
intelligence is 

6 not similar in 20 
anyway to 
humans' 

7 Other 4 

Total 146 

Other 

some similarities to humans' intelligence, some fundamental differences, some instinctual 
responses, 

Dogs have been bred to be solicitous of humans 

some instinct and with dog intellegence (not like furry little people). 

[ don't know 

1% 

20% 

16% 

7% 

40% 

14% 

3% 

100% 
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Statistic I Value 

Min Value 

Max Value 7 

Mean 4.16 

Variance 2.26 

Standard Deviation 1.50 

Total Responses 146 
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